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Explosion At LaGuardia
Leaves 11 Persons Dead

Rotor, will
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NEW YORK (AP) — A thunderous
explosion from a bomb placed in a locker
sent a shrapnel shower of glass and metal
through a crowded baggage area at
LaGuardia Airport. At least 11 persons
were killed and more than 50 others injured.
The blast, which officials said had the
force of 20 to 25 sticks of dynamite and was
meant to "maim and kill," reduced the
baggage area to rubble Monday evening
and sent dozens of persons fleeing in panic.
The airport was quickly evacuated and
closed to all traffic shortly after the 6:33
p.m. explosion, forcing the cancellation or
diversion of at least 45 flights and fouling
the plans of some 5,000 travelers. The
airport will be closed until at least 10 p.m.
today.
As workers searched the debris, there
were reports of as many as 14 deaths, but
police at the airport said they could not
confirm more than 11.
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Cootinued cloudy and a little cooler tonight
and Wednesday. Lows tonight in the low
and mid 30s. Highs Wednesday in the low
40s. Increasing cloudiness Thursday with
chance of showers.

The disaster also triggered bogus bomb
threats at airports in other major cities.
Three, including Washington's National
Airport, were evacuated.
"It was the most heart-sickening thing I
ever saw in my life," said Richard
Siemers, who was about to see his
daughter's family off to Tulsa, Okla.
"Bodies were all over ... puddles of blood
on the island between the building and the
parking lot ... it seemed like everyone was
in shock."
The explosion set off a smoky fire in the
baggage area shared by Trans4World and
Delta airlines, but officials said that flying
glass and metal accounted for most of the
deaths and injuries. Metal doors were
ripped away and glass from 10-foot high
windows was found the equivalent of
several city blocksfrom the blast.
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Eight of the injured were seriously hurt
and rushed to operating rooms in local
hospitals. In addition to the 52 persons
reported hurt, another score of persons
was treated at the scene or area hospitals
but not reported in official figures.
The dead and injured were not immediately identified, except for Jeff
McMurtney, 30, an FBI agent, who was
reported in serious condition after
emergency surgery.
No call or advance warning preceded the
blast, but in the hours that followed, pollee
and news organizations received a number
of calls from persons claiming differet
groups were responsible. These ranged
Liberation
Palestine
the
from
Organization to Puerto Rican terrorists
and a Mafia gang.
Police officials said they began looking
for two men in their late teens or early 20s
after witnesses said two men fitting that
description had run from the building
minutes before the blast.
Hoax bomb threats at airport terminals
in Washington, Cleveland and St. Louisforced the evacuation of passengers while
police with explosive-sniffing dogs combed
the buildings. Other calls were received at
airports in Detroit, Denver, Los Angeles,
Chicago, Indianapolis and New Ham.
-- Conn.
(See Bomb,Page 12)

Jaycees Provide Funding

Special Winter Olympics To Be
Held In Murray During January
The Special Winter Olympics for the
Devnloproantally Disabled will be held in
the Murray fiats Field House on January
24, 1976, marking the first time for the
Winter Special Olympics to be held in this
area.
Those who are eligible to participate are
those individuals who, on the basis of local
assessment and evaluation, have been
assigned to programs designed to meet the
needs of the developmentally disabled.
Individuals are not eligible for participation who are engaged in regular high
school or junior high school competition
recognized by the state high school activities or athletic association. Special
Olympics competition begins at eight
years of age.
The Special Olympics are being planned
for the Jackson Purchase Counties and
Pennyrile District. Several groups and
individuals are coordinating their efforts
to provide an outstanding event, which is
jointly sponsored by the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees, Murray State University,
and the Murray Student Council for
Exceptional Children.
Contributions of each agency are as
follows: The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees will provide financial backing and
manpower. The physical facilities of

Murray State University will be utilized
for the events as well as consultation with
the University 'Staff. Administrative
assistance and manpower will be made
available through the Murray Student
Council for Exceptional Children.
Gayle Wadlington, of the Western
Kentucky Community Mental Health
Centers, will be responsible for setting up
the tournaments and games, coordinating
participants in the events,and working out
the division by age and ability groups. He
will be assisted by Mrs. Billie Downing,
area coordinator of Special Olympics, Ed
Miller, Student Council for Exceptional
Children, and members of the Murray
Jaycees.
The events in the Special Olympics will
consist of; a basketball tournament, run,
dribble, and shoot contest for individuals
who cannot compete in basketball games,
and other participation sports such as a
bean bag throw, tug of war, and other
similar games.
Winners of the basketball division and
other sports events will be eligible to
compete in the Kentucky Special Olympics
competition in March.
Special Olympics is a program of sports,
training, and athletic competition for
developmentally disabled children and

adults. "It's unique in that it provides for
competition at all levels of ability by
assigning them to competition divisions
based on both age and actual performance," a spokesman said.
"The purpose of Special Olympics is not
only to assist the physical development of
the developmentally disabled, but also
their social and psychological development," the spokesman added. "Through
positive successful experience in sports,
they can gain confidence and self-mastery
and start to build a self image associated
with success rather than failure. Success
on the playing field has carry-over value
Into the classroom, the home, and the
workshop."
Volunteers are needed to assist with the
Olympics. Coaches, chaperones, guides,
organizers, and sports officials are just a
few that will be needed. "Amateur, or
professional, young or old—you are
needed," the spokesman said.
For further information or to volunteer
services, please contact: Billie Downing
School of Education, Murray Stair
University, Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone, 762-6963; Gayle Wadlington
Western Ky. Community Mental Health
Center, South Tenth Street, Extendad
Mayfield, Ky.42066, Phone,247-5346.
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Thirteen Join Dr. Curris As
Charters In President's Club
Fourteen individuals and business firma
have become charter members of the new
President's Club at Murray State
University, an organization made up of
donors of $1,000 or more to the institution.
The first check given to President
Constantine W. Curris Monday at a special
charter membership meeting was
presented by Charles and Anne Hoke of
Murray.
Mrs. Hoke, daughter of the late M. 0.
Wrather, executive vice president of

-,Postal Rates
To Increase
On Wednesday
WASHIN(il'ON ( AP — The Postal
Service is raising the cost of mailing a
letter from 10 to 13 cents on Wednesday,
three days after it originally planned to
increase postal rates.
The service announced the higher rates
on Monday after the U.S. Court of Appeals
cleared a legal barrier to the rate increase.
The appeals court stayed an order by
U.S. District Court Judge John J. Sirica
prohibiting the Postal Service from raising
rates. The higher court is expected to
decide later on the merits of the case, but
the stay allows postal rates to go up in the
meantime.
Under the rates that take effect at 12:01
am, local time Wednesday, a first-class
See Increase,Page 12)

Murray State at the time of his death in
1970, said later that their gift was to be
used to start a continuing program of
landscaping around Wrather Hall, for 44
years the school's administration building
and which is named for her father.
Curris, himself one of the charter
donors, told the initial contributors that
"few things have heartened me in my two
and a half years as president of Murray

Index Of
Indicators
Edges Upward
WASHINGTON(AP) —The government
reported today its index of leading
economic indicators edged upward in
November, offsetting a decline in October
and providing evidence that the current
leveling off in economic growth will
continue for the next few months.
The Commerce Department said the
November increase, the first rise in three
months, amounted to four-tenths of one per
cent, matching a four-tenths of one percent
decline in October. The index had slipped
one-tenth of a per cent in September.
Taken together, the most recent signals
from the index present the profile of an
economy which is virtually flat now that
an initial burst of growth following the
recession has tapered off.
The index of future economic activity
began climbing in March, two months
(See Indicators, Page 12)

State as has the response to the
President's Club" since the plan was
announced Dec. 19.
"Private giving provides the margin of
excellence that makes a good university a
great university," he said.
The new club provides, primarily for the
freedom of any donor contributing $1,000
or more to the University to specify the
way in which the gift is to be used—by a
specific department, the Alumni
Association's Century Club, by the library,
for a sports program, a visiting lecturer,
research project, or for any authorised
campus activity.
(See Club,Page 12)

New Budget To
Be Presented
To Councilmen
The presentation of the proposed city
budget for 1976 will highlight the regular
meeting of the Murray City Council tonight
at 7p. m.at City Hall. A council committee
has been working on the proposed budget
for several days and will present its
recommendations to the council at
tonight's meeting.
Also on the agenda for the session is the
reading of four ordinances and consideration of two resignations, one from
the Fire Department and one from the
Police Department.
The council is also expected to authorize
the advertisement of bids for curb and
gutter work in the Douglass Community.
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PIMPLES BANK — President Bill Boyd of the Peoples Bank said today that the construction of the new University Branch
of the Peoples lank is on schedule at this time. The last date given to the bank officials by contractors for completion of
the project was for late January, barring unforeseen weather complications for the remaining outside work on the
building.
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White And Tuck Vows
Read On December 20
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Mr. and Mrs. Theo S. White,
of 3134 Trinity Road, Louisyille,
announce the marriage of their
daughter, Theo Maria, to
Thomas Edward Tuck, on
December 20, in Murray,
Kentucky.
Mr. Tuck is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Tuck, of
Mayfield.
Wedding vows were pledged
in the presence of the immediate families and a few
close friends.
Mrs. Terry Darling attended
the bride as matron of honor,
and Terry Darling served the
groom as best man.
Following the ceremony, a
buffet dinner and reception was
held at the Darling home in
Murray, for several fraternity
brothers and sisters, and other
friends and relatives.
Mrs. Tuck graduated cum
laude from Murray State
University in December, and
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Hubby Holds Car Keys
Till Wife Votes Wallace

Earlene Doran, president of the Murray -Quota Club, is
shown with Dr. James Mich from the Murray State University
Speech and Hearing Center. The members of the Quota
Club were told of the many activities of the Center and ways
they could help. They were also taught some sign language
and finger spelling.

By Abigail Van Buren
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Wednesday,December 31
A New Year's Eve Dance will
be held from nine p. m. to one a.
m. at the Murray Country Club
with music by The Jasmin.
Tickets are fifteen dollars a
couple. Dr. and Mrs. Joe
Rexroat are chairmen.
Watchnight service of the
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
will start at 7:30 p. m. and
continue until just past midnight. The public is invited.

DEAR ABBY: In response to the letter about Pisher the
Poodle: Of course, I believe dogs understand what is being
said to them.
Even though we provided a sitter for Ferdinand, our
English bulldog, during our absence, he was very much
annoyed with us upon our return.
He ignored our warm and friendly greetings, and
wouldn't even come near us for days.
Then, my husband finally cornered him and explained in
detail that we had to leave him and go to England because
we weren't able to find a collar large enough for him here.
It took Ferdinand a long time to buy that story, but
eventually he was wagging his tail and happily rejoined the
family
VERA IN NEWPORT
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TOASTED WALNUTS
Toasting fresh walnuts
enhances their natural mellow
flavor and crisp texture in
recipes. In milk and creamy
mixtures, toasting also helps
keep its golden color. Simply
drop shelled kernels into
rapidly boiling water. Boil for
three minutes; drain well. In a
shallow pan, spread kernels
evenly and bake at 350 degrees
F. for 12 to 15 minutes, stirring
often. Cool. To make salad or
soup crotons, snacks or gifts
from your kitchen, toss hot
walnuts in melted butter and
sprinkle with salt or seasoned
salt.
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Melinda Gallimore

Lions Name
First Special
Student Award
Melinda Gallimore, 13-yearold daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Weldon Gallimore, Puryear
Route 2, has been nanyd the
first recipient of the Puryear
Lions Club's Student Award
Miss Gallimore is an eighth
grader at Puryear School
The Lions will give a
Student Award after each nine
weeks grading period. One of
the four winners will be
named Studentof the Year at
Puryear and will receive a $25
savings bond.
Lions Club president Jerry
Stephenson said the award is
based on desire to excell,
effort, academic achievement
according to ability, character
in school and respect for
teachers and other pupils
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Aberline Skinner, Thyrit
Crawford, Lectra Andrus,
Elizabeth James, Wallace
Dowdy, Lottie Bowden, Mary
Lamb, Ernestine Skinner, Della
Gleason, Amy Wilson, Hazel
Ahart, Rebecca Weter, Nola
Chrisman, Lalla Boyd, Meme
Mattingly, Mildred Sharpe,
Erma Lovett, Treva Washer,
Meda Jackson, Ladle Malan,
Lillie Farris, Charlie Marr,
Helen J. Peebles, Gussie
Adams, Lucy Tutt, Keith
Downey, Carl Arteberry,
Vernon Turner, Ray Ralph,
Mrs. Ray Ralph, Will Rose,
Velma Rose, Annette Burnham,
Hattie Lovett, Rev. C. E.
Timberlake, Naretha Timberlake, Patty Cook, Birdie
Rowlett, Arthur Rowlett, Neva
Riggins, Rubena Dawes, Novie
Hale, Kathrin B. Alte, Mina
Waters, Thommie Thorn, Grant
Ratliff, Annette Burnham,area
director, Patty Harris, bus
driver, Gary Potts, student,
Verona Grogan, Murray area
director, Virgil Timberlake,
assistant Murray area director,
and Alan Blaustein, executive
director.

Tiny Tot's
Day Care Center.
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The piano students of Mrs.
Cecilia Dunn were presented in
a recital at the Oak Grove
Presbyterian
Cumberland
Church on Sunday, December
20,at two p. m.
Students playing were Ginger
Graham, "Over the River and
Through The Woods;" Sandy
Jeffrey, "Joy to the World;"
Workman,
Kelly
"Mr.
Snowman;" Tarnmie Blakely,
"It Came Upon A Midnight
Clear;" Deana Cunningham,
"0 Christmas Tree;" Tony
Beal, "Upon The Housetop;"
Darrin Loftis, "Carol of the
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Refreshments of Christmas
cookies and punch were served
by Mrs. Ruby Forest and Mrs.
Judy Henninger. Background
music of piano and singing was
provided by Misses Linda
Avery, Lisa Smith and Sherri
Requarth.
The staff of Westview was so
helpful and enthusiastic that
they were given an opportunity
to shop for a gift of their choice
after the patients completed
their shopping.
Other Cherry Corner ladies
who assisted but not previously
mentioned include: Mrs. Becky
Abell and Mrs. Kathy Welch.
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Shepherds; Shirley Werts,
Bobbie Cook, and Grace Mattox, wise men; Kay Taylor,
song leader; Louise Short,
pianist; other members, choir;
Rev. Lloyd Perrin, prayer.
Those present at the Campbell home were Volene
Roberts, Cloie Campbell,
Emma Dee Perrin, Lurene
McCuLston, Charlotte Dunn,
Muriel Wright, Shirley Weds,
Louise Short, Bobbie Cook, Sue
Campbell, Dorothy Simon,
Grace Mattox, Lois Smith, and
Ruby Kelly.
Refreshments were served
and Christmas songs were sung
by the group.

Shoparama Held At Westview By

TEMPERATURE TIPS
Foods that come to the table
piping hot or refreshingly cold
may, in time, diminish in
safety, as well as appeal. If
foods are going to be at room
temperature for More than two
hours, use special equipment to
keep them at their proper
serving temperature. Hot trays,
chafing dishes and a variety of
small appliances are available
for hot dishes. Insulated serving
dishes or a simple bed of ice can
be ideal for cold foods.
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The WMU of Poplar Springs
Baptist Church held a dinner
meeting at Seven Seas
Restaurant on December 11 at
6:30 p.m. with fourteen
members present.
After the dinner the ladies
went to the beautiful home of
Cloie Campbell where they
rehearsed their Christmas play
they gave at Fern Terrace
Saturday,January 3
Murray Shrine Club will have Lodge on December 16.
Members of the cast of the
a family style dinner at the
play, "The Birth of Jesus,"
Triangle Inn at 6:30 p.m.
were: Volene Roberts and Cloie
VFW Post 5638 will rfitift at Campbell, readers; Sue
Campbell, Mary; Ruby Fannin,
noon at the Triangle Inn.
Joseph; Lorene McCuiston,
Murial Wright, and Lois Smith,

Piano Students Of Mrs. Dunn

i

.e

Friday,January 2
Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens to Roses and Krogers
from 9:30 to 10:30 a.m., to
Parker's
and
downtown
Grocery from 10:30 to 11:30
a.m., and to Big K, downtown
and Parker's Grocery at 12:30
p.m. Call 753-0929.

The Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens held their
regular monthly potluck lullcheon at the North Second
Street Center with seventy-six
members and guests present.
Those serving on the coinmittee were Florine Erwin,
Billie Marose, Erma McCabe,
Willie Emerson, Thommie
Cavitt, Earnestine Skinner, Bill
Marose, Ruth Ferguson,Flossie
Snow, Erma Lovett, Hazel
Locke, Evie Walls, Abet-line
Skinner, Ludie Milan, and
Lavola Wyatt.
Special entertainment was
presented by the Square-ANaders. They were Mr. and
Mrs. Nix Crawford, Mr. and
Mrs. Jobs, Mr. and Mrs.
McFarland, and Mr. and Mrs.
Michaels.
Attending the potluck were
Ruth Ferguson, W.O. Vaughn,
Madie Vaughn, Hazel Locke,
Edna
Flossie
Snow,
McReynolds, Willie Emerson,
Bill Marose, Billie Marose,
Daisy Wickoff, Erma McCabe,
Lela Culp, Evie Walls,
Thommie Cavitt, Lavoie Wyatt,
Vera Ward, Johnny Futrellr

The Cherry Corner Church WMU
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' DEAR ABBY: I am a healthy, active 76-year-old woman,
. and nobody takes me for a day older than 60. I lost my
husband four years ago and have dated many interesting,
: eligible men since, but 1 never considered remarrying—until
I met Julius.
t
; He is a handsome, 69-year-old southern gentleman-type
: who was much too proper to go beyond a kiss before
• marriage.
: To cut a long story short, Julius and I were married two
V months ago, and much to my surprise, I discovered that he
t. didn't know the first thing about satisfying a woman. He
: had been married twice, so I couldn't understand it.
'' It doesn't seem possible for a man whose kisses promised
so much to be so totally inept when it comes to lovemaking
el (He's unbelievably selfish.)
;•. Perhaps the bedroom performance shouldn't be so
Iti important to a woman my age, but it is.
I pretend that he is a good lover, but he's miserable. How
.1., can I let Julius know that he's not satisfying me without
hurting his ego?
FRUSTRATED
.Z: DEAR FRUSTRATED: An improved marital
:.: relationship is more important than Julius ego. You do him
.: no favor by pretending satisfaction. If he's able to satisfy
:himself, he's able to satisfy you. Some honest dialogue can
.; make him more sensitive to your needs. You can be effective
:fwithout being cruel. Start talking.
.ii For Abby's new booklet. "What 'reen-agers Want to
,:. Know." send SI to Abigail Van Buren. 132 Lasky Dr..
Beverly Hulk Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long.
stelf-addressed,..etamped (20t) envelope

21)330

Squav Dancers Present Program At
latelson I
1 Set* Citrate

Poplar Spring WMU Has Dinner

Saturday,January 3
A household shower for Mr.
and Mrs. Steve Lyons and child
will be held at the Palestine
ARMSTRONG BOY
United Methodist Church at
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Arm- seven p. m.The
family lost their
strong of Murray Route Seven trailer and
The
Second
Annual
contents by fire
announce the birth of a baby Friday night.
Shoparama was held Friday
boy, David Zane, weighing
afternoon, December 19, at the
seven pounds thirteen ounces,
Westview Nursing Home by the
born on Wednesday, December
cherry Corner Baptist Church
17, at 2:44 a. m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The Shoparama gave patients
They have two daughters,
an opportunity to go Christmas
Teresa, age 44,and Nancy,age
I'
shopping for a spouse, favorite
two. The father is self-employed
nurse, friend, grandchild or
as a farmer and is also with the
even for themselves. They were
Mita
Murray Division of the Tappan
given three coupons each to
Company.
"buy" any three gifts of their
Grandparents Mr. and Mrs.
selection. If so desired, the gifts
Crawford Armstrong of Murray
were then gift wrapped by Mrs.
Route Seven and Mr. and Mrs.
Donna Cutini and Mrs. Libby
Wayne Oliver of Wingo Route
Mahan. Approximately 150
Two. A great grandmother, is
selections were made.
Mrs. Ruby Moreland of Wingo
Route Two.

DEAR VERA: Next time, explain to your English
*'bulldog where you are going and ethyl:41nd you won't get the
cold shoulder on your return. ,----

MOVIES IN MU

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

Tuesday,December 30
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Immanuel Lutheran
Church at seven p. m.

DEAR CM.: The secret ballot is an inalienable right in
the U.S.A. You can't sign it away, and your husband can't
force you to.
The "pledge" be demands is both absurd and
unenforceable. Vote for the candidate of your choice.

KiD,0

Senior Citizens)

will continue working on her
masters degree at the
University.
The groom is employed at
General Tire and Rubber
Company in Mayfield and also
attends
Murray
State
University.
Both the bride and groom are
members of Alpha Kappa Psi
fraternity.
After a short wedding trip,
they will reside in College
Courts Apartments in Murray.
Out.of-town guests at the
wedding included Mr. and Mrs.
Theo S. White, and Mrs.
Henrietta PurUe, of Louisville,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Tuck
and Larry Tuck, of Mayfield,
R.V. Parker, Dresden, Tennessee, and Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Johnson,of Georgia.
A bridal shower was Oven
recently to honor the bride, with
Mrs. Terry Darling and Sissy
Cox as hostesses.

11•••• SY.4 • Sc

DEAR ABBY: My husband is mean. He bought me a
new Chevrolet. then wouldn't give me the keys until I
signed a pledge to support George Wallace in '76. He and I
never agree on anything, including politics.
Abby, I don't think this pledge should be binding since he
forced me to sign it. My preacher says it is not binding as it
was signed under duress.
I'm afraid to tell my husband what the preacher said
since he doesn't think too much of the preacher and might
make me sign another pledge to quit attending "that damn
fool Baptist Church."
I value your opinion. Should I support Mr. Wallace? I
don't like him, but then I don't like anyone else either,
including my husband.
C.M. IN TUSTIN,CALIF.

•

OfInterest To

Drum;" Donna Stanfill,"Jingle
Bells;" Steve Bynum, "Jolly
Old St. Nicholas;" Vonnie Hays,
"Nothing For Christmas."
Mrs. Dunn presented awards
to the following: Most improved
first year student, Deana
Cunningham; most improved
advanced student, Tammie
Blakely; most time practiced
from
October
through
December, Steve Bynum; most
overall outstanding piano
student, Vonnie Hays.
Refreshments were served to
the children, parents, and
friends.

Cold
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Debbie Cathey
Honored With

"A letei

Mrs. Miller Honored
By Cherry Corner YVV

Bridal Party
GUESTS HERE
Mr and Mrs. Gene Fairchild
of Greenwood, Ind., spent the
Christmas weekend with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Klapp. Also visiting their
grandparents were Steve
Fairchild of Pittsburg, Pa.,and
Mark Fairchild of Springfield,
Mo. They also visited with Mrs.
Fairchild's mother, Mrs. Cletus
Hubbs, Beale Street. Also
visiting their mother and
grandmother, Mrs. Hubbs,
were Mr. and Mrs. Bill Sparks
and children, Richard, David,
and Andrea, of Creve Couer,
Mo., and Mr. and Mrs. Sonny
Hubbs and children, Stan,
Scottie, Jimbo, and Jenny Lynn
of Louisville.
VISITS MICHIGAN
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Parker
have returned home after
spending the holidays with their
daughter and family, Mr. and
Mrs. R. C. Snell and children,
Charles, John, and Jennifer, of
Bloomfield Hills, Mich. Also
visiting in the Snell home was
Mrs. Snell's brother, Dr. Dale
Parker and Mrs. Parker of
Crown Point, N.M.

VISIT PARENTS
Mr. and Mrs. William Rouse
have returned home after
spending the holiday weekend
with Mrs. Rouse's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Boyd Jackson of
Anniston, Ala.
HAS RETURNED
James D. Lancaster, Jr.,
spent last week with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James D.
Lancaster,Sr., of Gadsden,Ala.

VISITS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Richard James
and daughters, Leisa and Lori,
of Antioch, Tenn., were the
weekend guests of their
mothers, Mrs. Helen James of
Murray and Mrs. Ola Burkeen
of Almo.

GUESTS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny W.
Burkeen of Nashville, Tenn.,
were the weekend guests of
their mothers, Mrs. Ola
Burkeen of Almo and Mrs. 011ie
Workman of Murray.

Mrs. David Lookofsky and
her daughter, Mrs. Mark
Roberts, of Benton, entertained
Sunday afternoon at the
Lookofsky home on Highland
Avenue, Mayfield, with a party
honoring Miss Debbie Cathey of
Murray, bride-elect of Michael
McClain.
Refreshments were served in
the dining room, where the
table was overlaid with a red
and green cloth, edged in gold.
Centering the table was a
holiday arrangement with red
candles.
Invited were Miss Cathey, her
mother, Mrs. Mary Cathey, of
Murray,
Mrs.
Prentice
McClain, mother of the
•
prospective groom; Mrs.
Wayne Murphey, Mrs. John B.
Hardman, Mrs. Berry Craig,
Mrs. Jake York, Mrs. Larry
Members of the larksey Goodtimers 4-H Club attending the recent meeting were, left to
Murphey, Mrs. Nolan Russell,
Mrs. E. W. Anderson,Jr.,
right, back row, Karen Ingram, Anna Erwin, Debbie Hudspeth, Norman Frazier, Timmy Belcher,
Mrs. Joe Finkel, Mrs. John front row, Michael Harrison, Billie Barrel, Chuck Harrison, and Kenneth Baird. Junior leaders
Daughaday, Mrs. Jerry Starks, are Melanie and Jo Beth Norwood, Kim Smith, and Debra Tucker. The group held a craft lesson
Mrs. Dan Garrott, Miss Linda and made holiday decorations, according to Debbie Hudspeth, reporter.
Cathey, Mrs. Harvey Pickard,
Mrs. Hubert McClain, Mrs.
Gary Wright, and Mrs. Roland
WASHING CAN IMPAIR
Hubbard.
FIRE-INHIBITING CLOTH

NOB

COOKING
IS FUN

•

VISIT HERE
LOUISVILLE GUESTS
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Speegle of
Mr. and Mrs. George Briscoe
Abilene, Texas, were the and son, Chad, of Louisville
holiday guests of their mothers, were the holiday guests of her
Mrs. Ineze Taylor and Mrs. mother, Mrs. Venela Sexton.
Pauline Speegle.

By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated PIASS Food Editor

After Christmas

SAL
Long
Dresses

Dresses

For New Year's
Eve Parties

Sportswear
1/4 to/
1
2Off

CHICAGO (AP)—Laundering
of children's cotton flannelette
sleepwear, using hard water
and soap or nonphosphate
detergents, can impair their
fire-retardant properties, according to the Water Quality
Association.

By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
For Home Economics
Good furniture shoppers are
discriminate. They are familiar
with what is available. They are
inquisitive and shop all
available sources. They study
model rooms, and magazines to
determine
style
and
arrangements they like. Simple, well-made pieces of furniture are often better buys
than elaborate ones for an equal
amount of money. You will be
buying better construction
rather than showy hardware
and fancy finishes. Take your
time when furniture shopping.
If you really like a piece, wait a
week and then decide. Be
discriminate—you may live
with it longer than you think. —
Mrs. Mildred Potts, laCenter.

However, if the laundering is
NEW YEAR LUNCH
done with soft or softened
Turkey Soup
Rolls water, no impairment occurs,
Fruit
Nut Trifles
according to the association.
NUT TRIFLES
Walnuts
"When hard water is used
1-3rd cup sugar
with soap or nonphosphate
4 teaspoon salt
detergents, it leaves a coating
1 large egg white, unbeaten
on fabrics that blocks the action
4 teaspoon vanilla
of the flame retardant,"
Confectioners' sugar
In the electric blender grate Richard F. Weickart, technical
enough nuts to make I cup not director of the association's
packed down; turn into a small laboratory, said. "The coating
mixing bowl. Add the remain- is the same curd that creates
ing ingredients and stir well to the ring around the bathtub and
combine. Using 1.1 tablespoon that tends to make white garfor each, roll into small balls.
Place a few inches apart on a ments turn gray. Laundering
well-buttered cookie sheet. with soft water prevents the
Bake in a preheated 275-degree formation of these deposits."
oven until set and lightly
browned — 20 minutes. With a
spatula remove at once and roll
in confectioners' sugar. Makes
2 dozen chewy cookies.

GUESTS FOR HOLIDAYS
GUESTS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. James V.
Mr. and Mrs. T.0. Taylor and
children, Pandy, Susan, Mark, Edwardt and son, Jeffrey, and
and Jason, of Erlanger have daughter, Jeanrui, of Sedalia,
been the holiday guests of their Mo., were the holiday guests of
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Workman.
Taylor and Mrs. Inez Taylor.

We Reserve The Right To
to child
According
specialists, children with
colds should be encouraged
to play quietly — away from
other children. They should
be taught to cover coughs
and sneezes and to use disposable tissues for wiping
the nose and to wash hands
after touching nose or
mouth. To make breathing
more comfortable, a nasal
spray or nose drops usually
help, but should be used according to directions.

Marciles
Fashions
Coldwater Road

753-8512

ghm.21.43

13 et.
CAM

STARTS ON FRIDAY,JANUARY 2, 1976
POLAROID POtACOLOR 2

Sale $164

108
Polacolor
2
Film

BIKE JACKETS
PANT COATS
BOOT COATS
DRESS COATS
CASUAL COATS

33/
1
2OFF

DRESSES

SELECTED GROUPS

LONG DRESSES - PARTY DRESSES
PAJAMA SETS • SNORT DRESSES

GOWNS-ROBES
PAJAMAS
331/3 OFF

331
/
3 TO

°X, OFF

COATS

ELECTED

OSTUME JEWELRY
BELTS, GLOVES
331
/
3% OFF
KNIT HATS

ENTIRE STOCK OF FALL II WINTER
BLAZERS
SHIRT-JACS
SLACK
SKIRTS
JEANS

SPORTS WEAR
331/3 50%
TO

OFF

sole $439

r46. Geritol
Alig=
l.
1% Tablets
i.mi,
1.0.14
iv ._. .
Free
High potency iron and vitamin
tonic

SAVE!!

Bettie of
100

s.

Arm &
Hammer

(IN

poTaTc
CHIPS

C126-12 or C110-12

Sale Your Choice

4

.2'

$12

Aim
Toothpast

Vicks
NyQuil

r
gareafflY
ter AIM of11.4.1*

Doan's
Pills

Nightime
Cold Medicine
6 oz.

Bottle

Sole

For relief
of backache

126 I 40

$

76
Sylvania
Blue Dot
Flashcubes

Pl(is

Greaseless
Meditated

Noxzema
Skin Cream

3 Cabes,
12 Rashes

Sale

FtAJOR 1 DE

lioNITior .,-.;:::::

Multiply.
Add , 'Subtact , Divide
Algebraic Logic Floating Decimal
System 8-Digit Shirt Pocket Size 9 Voltbattery power Optional AC Adopter

Sylvania
Bluelot
Magicubes

for

Limit 2

Sale

Sale $

2 49'

with Flur.
Family Size 6 4 oz. Tube

99'

'
59
Novus

Cot

694

Lady
Kay
Cookies

Sale
Your Choice

Color Film

Totally new concept in under
arm deodorant protection
Choica of regular
or unscented

Potato
Chips

Twin Pack
9 oz.
Sale

7 oz Bog

56
56'

Pringles

Kodak

8-Digit 850
Personal Calculator

$399
BLOUSES
SHELLS
SWEATERS
TEE TOPS
VESTS

.0IMO & Shim Dept.
9.4 Weekdays Use Repair Dept.
Olympic Plaza
76341105
Murray,Ky.
14 Sunday
Shoes
Fer
sem&
Every Atitvity Limier The Ear'

100% pure pain reliever

The
Baking Soda
Deodorant

6111110011.6 110•110.1.41.4.1•••••10.1

GEUN1NE LEATNEE
FAKE FURS
PRETEND LEATHERS
PRETEND SUEDES
WOOLS
ALL PURPOSE COATS

:
iv
TSOTREERN
VERNONS

PIJNI PAIN MEL/EVEN

and
Disinfects
Kills
deodorizes
household germs
Gigot 21 el. Can

Polaroid

BIG AFTER INVENTORY CLEARANCE

COATS

lh Off

ST.ASPIRIN
J
H

Disinfectant
Spray

Sae $1 19

WILL BE CLOSED FOR INVENTORY
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 3151

COATS

Leather Coats

BOOTS $11.99

Ends Saturdoy

scented, Ultimate i-46cl

ENTIRE SELECTION FILL I WINTER

Schott led
UN blew*

Red Bell
Insulated Moldier

Lysol

sae

Choice of Regal°,
Extra Hold Un-

Starts
Friday, Jan. 2
at 9:00 a.m.

Truckload Sale!!

Sale Starts Today

Adorn
Hair
Spray

Sale

Turquoise Jewelry
Will Go On Display
9 a. m.
50% OFF
Tues. & Wed.

Limit Quantities

East Side of The Sawn-E.

Corn-Austin's
Famous Storewide

authentic handmade Indian

Stop, Shop
and

l.,

Watch
out

Zuni-Navajo-Hopi

takes only minutes to prepare
and adds to the flavor and
nutritive value of anything it's
served with. The trick is to put
the cooking water on as soon as
you begin making the meal.
Then, when you're ready for the
pasta, it will be ready for you. —
Miss Judy Hetterman, Hickman.

a III

International students and their
families to being a special
friend and help to the B.Y.W.'s
themselves.
The first year the award went
to Mrs. Rudy Bucy for her many
years of service each Sunday
morning in the Baby Nursery
during Sunday School and the
worship service.
Last year Mrs. Attie Garrison
was honored for her many years
of faithful and dependable
service in every area of church
activities.

$100,000 In

+++++
Most scarves can be machine
washed with the synthetics and
blends requiring little or no
ironing. Brightly-printed silk
scarves call for quick hand
washing using a gentle
squeezing action rather than a
wringing or twisting motion to
work suds and rinses through
the fabric. Silks should be
washed in cold water to protect
extra-sensitive colors and
pressed with an iron set at low
Pasta is a good choice for heat. — Mrs. Dean Roper,
quick, nourishing meals. It Mayfield.

Cold Precautions

COATS

CLEANING METHOD
RECOMMENDED
Dorsey Connors, borne')taker
tipster, recommends clea nilig
an oven by this method: Pile
oven racks and broiler pans into
a large plastic utility or laundry
tub, and fill with very hot water.
Add once cup bleach and I2 cup
powdered laundry presoak.
Dampen paper towel or cloth
and dip into automatic dishwasher detergent for cleaning
inside of oven while the racks
and pans are soaking. Rinse
everything thoroughly.

Coffee Cup Chatter

VISITING HERE
RETURN HOME
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton WorkMr. and Mrs. Dave Rottman man of Southgate, Mich., are
of Pine Bluff Shores have the guests of his mother, Mrs.
returned home after visiting 011ie Workman, and other
relatives in the Detroit, Mich., relatives.
area.

lh Off

The Third Annual Special
Member Recognition Day was
held recently by the Cherry
Corner Baptist Young Women.
The purpose of this is to
specially recognize some
member of the church for faithful service.
This year's Special Member
is Mrs. Martha Miller for her
faithfulness in many areas,
including working with M.S.U.

Sole

3 Cubes, 12 Flashes

6 oz. Jar

Sole 984

884

PAM!

[

Published By
MURRAY NEWSPAPERS,

Walter L. Apperson, publisher
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I Garrott's Galley

By M.C.Garrott
If Regina May is not careful, she's going
to wind up as a fur collar on one of Mrs.
Frank(Trixie) Holcomb's coats.
Regina May is a seven-month-old coon
and a pet of Buddy and Mary Frank
Valentine, Mrs. Holcomb's son-in-law and
daughter. Almost from the day a lady in
Fancy Farm gave her to Buddy only a few
days old and one of a motherless litter of
five, she has been into first one thing and
another.
The latest of her antics has been eating
the wiring off the engine of Mrs.
Holcomb's brand new '76 Cadillac. She's
done it twice, and each time it has cost
Mrs. Holcomb about $4.5 to get the wiring
replaced.
"She had never bothered the other car,"
Mrs. Holcomb said explaining how she had
traded cars recently in Paris, Tenn., her
former home and where her father, the
late J. J. Thompson, for many years was
county judge and mayor.
"One day soon after I got the car, I
noticed some debris under the car when I
started out to the University School to pick
up my granddaughter, Leangelia Karr,"
she said. "The car was missing something
awful and would hardly run, so I went by
Purdom's to see what the trouble was.
"When they raised the hood, they were
amazed. All of the wiring had been eaten
away and the cruise control was almost
half gone."
+++++
About a week later, Mrs. Holcomb again
started out to pick up her granddaughter.
Again, the car was missing so badly she
headed back to the garage. The same thing
had happened. Regina May had been at it
again.
Another $45 worth of new wiring!
"If I could only find out what it is in that
wiring that she likes so well, I just might
make a fortune selling a new brand of
coon-food," Mrs. Holcomb said with a
laugh. Meanwhile, they're trying a spray
repellent, hoping that will put the Cadillac
off-limits for her.
+++++
Regina May was named Reginald a

first, but they had to change her name
when it was discovered that she was a shecoon. She enjoys the run of the neighborhood over in the Dogwood area where
Mrs. Holcomb and the Valentines live,
and she spends most of her time up on the
roof of their house, cuddled up next to the
chimney, which is usually warm from
their wood fires.
Buddy and Mary Frank can hand-feed
her; she's that tame. But it's a different
story with Mrs. Holcomb. "She won't let
me get close to her," Mrs. Holcomb said.
"She knows I don't like her." There's
always a plate of coon-food on the air
conditioner at the side of the house,
however,any time she's hungry.
+++++
Regina May didn't rack up many
brownie points with Mrs. Holcomb, either,
a few weeks ago when she got into a can of
her granddaughter's blue paint and made
little coon-tracks all over a white sofa and
carpet in one of their dens.
Most coons spend their entire lives in a
general area of the great outdoors, but not
Regina May. Already she has become
probably one of the most traveled shecoons in the country.
Last June, when she was but a baby,
Buddy and Mary Frank took her to
Memphis with them.
"You can imagine the sensation she
caused around the swimming pool at the
Holiday Inn," Mary Frank said."Also, one
night we went out to dinner and left her in
the room. When we came back, we
couldn't find her anywhere and I was
scared to death that she had gotten out and

was causing someone trouble.
happened to notice a lump
covers on the bed, and there she was
burrowed in."
++++++
On another occasion, she went with
Buddy and Mary Frank to Kansas City
when Buddy went to summer camp for two
weeks. The folks around the swank Crown
Center Hotel out there will long remember
the Kentucky couple with the pet coon.
"We had to go all the way from the desk
clerk to the manager to get permission to
have her in our room," Mary Frank said.
"but it worked out. She didn't get into
anything serious."
She's also been to the Srnokies on
vacation, riding on Mary Frank's
shoulder. A lot of coons live in the Smokies,
but Regina May is the only one I know of
who vacations over there.
+++++
Except for transplanting some of Bob
and Peggy Billington's potted plants on
their patio and making a den of a sorts in
Jimmy Dale Clopton's culvert, Regina
May sticks pretty close to home and romps
with the family's two German Shephards,
Chico and Dalphine.
Buddy and Mary Frank soon will be
moving to their new home out on the
Greenbriar Road and there are a lot of
woods around.
"We know she'll wander off next
spring," Mary Frank said, "but we hope
she'll come home with a family."
At that Mrs. Holcomb just rolled her
eyes.
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Isn't It The Truth

'76 Cadillacs Have Special
Appeal For This She-Coon

OPINION PAGE

The practice of medicine is a wonderful,
satisfying profession. Its experienced
practitioners save lives and its
newcomers, the young interns just
hanging out their license, are very
dedicated; dedicated to the proposition
that a medical degree entitles the holder to
Instant wealth.

Bible Thought
Therefore all things whatsoever
ye would that men should do to
you, do ye even so to them: For this
is the law and the Prophets. Matthew 7:12.
Jesus was able to gather all the
Old Testament into a few terse
words. We must spend a lifetime
to apply them.

Incoming county officials,some new and
some reelected, sworn in today are pictured. They are James Blalock, circuit
court clerk, Huel C. ( Vihimpy) Jones,
jailer, Douglas Shoemaker, county court
clerk, Hall McCuiston, judge, Cohen
Stubblefield, sheriff, Robert 0. Miller,
attorney, Charles Hale, tax assessor, Max
Churchill, coroner, Cecil Holland, George
R. Lassiter, Noble Brandon, Cecil Taylor,
Thurston Furches, Roy Burkeen, and
Dewey Bazzell, magistrates.
Deaths reported today include Jake P.
Outland, Robert Wisehart, and Cris
Furches.
Van D. Valentine and Maynard
Ragsdale retired today after long service
with the Murray Postoffice Department.
Mr.and Mrs. Robert Singleton announce
the engagement of their daughter, Vicki,
to Dale G. Nance, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Purn M. Nance.

Murray State's rapidly developing
Thoroughbreds set their sights on an Ohio
Valley Conference title and NCAA bid
today after winning the Kentucky Invitational Tournament in a hair-raising 7469 victory over Western Kentucky in the
finals of the basketball tournament. Howie
Crittenden and Dick Kinder of Murray
State were named to the All-Tournament
Team.
T.H. Clack has been named to head the
1956 March of Dimes Campaign,according
to Ray Brownfield, chairman of the local
chaPter•
Miss Shelby Parker,daughter of Mr.and
Mrs. James Parker, was married to
James Suiter, son of Mr. and Mrs. Buie
Suiter, on December 21 at the home of the
bride's parents.
Al Hughes has resigned as Scout
Executive of the West Kentucky and
Tennessee area.

Let's Stay Well

Take Your Medicine As Directed
By F.J.L. Blasingame, M.D.
Patients often resist directions
to take medications as
prescribed by their physician.
Even though he-teas explained
the reason for a particular
prescription, he cannot be certain that it has been filled and
taken as directed.
In fact,studies of patients often
point out that they have not
followed their doctor's orders
The reams for pocompliance
vary but include the following:
I. The cost of prescription may
be so high that the patient cannot afford it and fails to tell the
physician.
2. Some patients fear that a
drug may be habit-forming,
even lead to dependence and addiction.
3. Other patents feel that the
need of medication is a sign of
natural weakness and that, if
they heal without medication,

they are stronger.
4. Still others feel they will be
made worse by medication by
an allergy or some other untoward side effect If you are
concerned about intolerance of
your medication, tell your physician.
5. Quite a number of patients
feel improved from their
medication and stop it earlier
than directed by their physician,
often having an unnecessary
relapse of their disease.
6. Some fail to understand the
directions.
7. A few borrow medicine
from family or friends who had,
supposedly, a similar illness.
Such a practice is potentially
dangerous and should not be
done.
It is difficult for many patients
to realize that certain medicines,
like foods, have to be taken over
a long period of time to make up

Starting
January 2, 1976
at the

BLASINGAME

for deficiencies in their bodies.
Thyroid and insulin are two such
drug&
Other medications have to be
maintained at adequate blood
levels for maximal benefits. such
as digitalis for certain forms of
heart disease.

thought of as more aggressive.
They tend to consume more of
available substances for food. If
one which is toxic is mimed,
then a greater amount passes
through the cancer cell
membranes than through the
normal cell wall. The dose is adjusted to kill off enough cancer
cells to be beneficial without
proving fatal to too many normal ones.

Most modern drugs are potent
and pure with specific effects.
especially those which are
available only by prescription.
Q Mrs K.B. asks whether
To get the most benefit from
them, it is essential that you smiling and frowning will infollow the directions of your crease the wrinkles in her face.
physician and pharmacist
A: Smiling and frowning are
Q: Mr. PIC would like to know good facial exercises. They help
the meaning of chemotherapy in to keep up the tone or elasticity
of your skin without causing
medicine.
A: Chemotherapy refers to the wrinkles. Wrinkles come from
use of a toxic or poisonous thinning or atrophy in collagen
chemical to kill off cancer cells fibers in the skin, and such thinwith less damage to normal ning is not related to changes in
cells. Cancer cells may be facial expressions. Keep smiling
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RULES:
1. Winning baby must be born in this county.
2. Parents must be residents of this county.
3. Exact time of birth must be certified by
attending physician.
4. Applications must be received at the
Murray Ledger & Times office by Monday,
January 5, 1976.
5. In the event of a tie, the award will go to
the first received.
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PRIZES IN STORE FOR 1976's FIRST BABY
1 Case Baby Formula
To Miss or Mr. /976

The Shacase
753-4541

121 Bypass

Murray Sewing Center
AMMOVE0 11111111166111 DIALEA

Bel-Air Center

753-5323

1 Case of Baby Formula

Free Pizza or Italian
Spaghetti Dinner

To Miss or Mr. 1976
Congratulations

To the Parents of Miss or Mr. 1976

Johnson's Grocery
$5.00 Worth of Gasoline

Vaporizer - Humidifier

To the proud parents

To the 1st Baby of 1976
Congratulations
From

Hutson Texaco
1412Moin

A Savings Account Now Open

Baby Cup

for 1st Miss or Mr. /976
at

For the 1st Baby of 1976
Compliments of

25.00 Gift
Certificate
For the mother of Miss or Mr. 1976
To the Parents of
Miss or Mr. /976
a
To Miss or Mr. 1976
One Case

Gerber Strained
Baby Food

Parker Super Market

10 Piece
Chicken Box

1 1111.%%
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Williams And Jordan Combine
For 48 But Racers Still Lose
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger &Times Sports Editor

Wildcats And Irish To
Meet In Big Showdown

By The Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) —
Take a look at the stat sheet and
tonight's Notre Dane-Kentucky
gooks like Adrian Dantley of
Notre Dame against anyone
who cares to show up in a blue
uniform.
The muscular junior AllAmerican is averaging 28.8
points a game for the fifth-rated
Irish, who will take a 5-1 record
against Kentucky's 4-3 mark.
The measuring point for both
Learns so far have been close
defeats to top-ranked Indiana.
Notre Dame fell to the Hoosiers
6340 after drawing within a
point late in the gamae, while
Kentucky forced Indiana into
overtime before succumbing 7768.
Tonight's game, incidentally,
will be the last Kentucky tuneup
for the 18-game Southeastern
Conference schedule that

begins Saturday at Jan. 3 at
Mississippi State.
Judging by the way the two
teams fared against Indiana,
tonight's game would appear to
be a toss-up. Both the Irish and
the Wildcats will have to negate
the other's leading weapon in
order to swing the balance.
Kentucky must find amway to
cut Dantley's effectiveness,
something few teams have
managed in his two-plus varsity
years. In addition to leading the
team in scoring, he is also the
leading rebounder with 9.8 a
game.
The muscular junior AllAmerican is the only Irish
player averaging in double
figures through six games.
, Kentucky relies on center
Pack Robey, who is averaging
18.3 points a game,and forward
Jack Givens, 16.3, to carry the
offensive load.

Both Notre Dame and
their
Kentucky, despite
respective big guns, have
developed balance of a sort.
Kentucky got a big shot in the
arm while winning its own invitational tournament last week
when on-and-off center Mike
Phillips scored 27 points in the
final game and earned most
valuable player honors. Guard
Truman Claytor, who had been
in a prolonged shooting slump,
also shone in the UKIT.
For its part, Notre Dame has
recently received some encouraging performances from
Toby Knight, who scored 14
points and grabbed 15 rebounds
in his last outing, a 103-73 rout of
St. Francis,Pa.
Duck Williams, Dave Batton,
Bill Paterno, Bruce Flowers
and Knight are currently
averaging between seven and
nine points a game.

The streak has finally ended
for Murray State University
No, not the losing streak
Murray managed to keep that
intact as they were crashed 109/13 Monday night by Memphis
State in the Mid-South
Coliseum.
It has been pretty much
routine for the Racers to play
good ball for the first half in
previous games this year and
then fold in the second half. For
instance: The Racers led
Louisville at halftime before
being slammed 78-59, Murray
trailed Oral Roberts by three at
intermission before being
stomped 90-58 and so on down
the line.
The trend reversed itself at
Memphis. The Racers got
literally torn apart by the redhot Tigers in the first half as
Memphis State roared to a 60-34
lead at intermission and
coasted on in with the win,
handing Murray State its fifth

Hooisers Get Rugged
Challenge But Survive

consecutive setback.
At one endzone in the MidSouth Coliseum is the Memphis
State mascot, a real live Tiger
that sits(nr sometimes lies) in
his cage while the games are in
progress.
"They could have turned the
tiger loose and he couldn't have
done any more to us," Murray
State Coach Fred Overton said.
One thing the Tiger couldn't
have done. There was no way he
could have shot any better.
Memphis State connected on
27 of 38 shots in the first half for
a blistering .710 pace and that
was the story of the game.
"I've seen a lot of games in
my life,"-Overton said, "but I
don't believe I've ever seen a
team shoot like they did.
"It wasn't because we
weren't playing defense. We
had our hands right in their
faces but the ball just kept
falling in for them."
Murray was within two points
only twice in the game: 2-0 and
8-6. Less than eight minutes had
passed in the game until

By BRUCE LOWITC
AP Sports Writer

Harris' shoulder
James
changed things for Los Angeles
— but not for the worse.
Jaworski stepped into the
breach and directed Los
Angeles to a 35-23 victory over
St. Louis. He ran for one touchdown and heaved a 66-yard
bomb to Harold Jackson for
another.
Still, he may be back on the
sidelines when the Dallas

PIANO
Special
Buy as
Low as

$6610°

Capitals' Coach Steps
Down After Bad Start
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer

THANKS FOR BEING
NICE CUSTOMERS
The type of folks who come into our pharmacy are
the kind that you would also always welcome into
your own home. They are really more like friends than
customers. We appreciate having people like this to
wait on and it gives everyone in the pharmacy the
incentive to want to please them more.
In this new year we would like to reassure all our
customer friends that we do appreciate them buying
their pharmacy needs from us and that we will titrn sit
that is ethically possible to serve them.

The Clinic Pharmacy
Will Be Closed On Sundays
F'ree Delivery-No Service Charge
Open 64 Hrs. Per Week
3 Registered Full Time Pharmacists
7$3.1340

Clinic Pharmacy

4N 5th

Tommy Chrisp,
Darold Keller,
Steve Campton, I.P.
Murray. Ky.42071
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For the Washington Capitals
It was just another one-sided
loss. But for Milt Schmidt it was
his last.
Schmidt, general manager of
.the Caps since the expansion
club was formed two years ago
and their coach since late last
his
season,
announced
following
resignation
Washington's 6-0 loss to the
Montreal Canadiens Monday
night.
The 58-year-old Schmidt, who
came up to the National Hockey
League -as an I8-yeai-old center
in 1935 and has been among the
league's foremost figures ever
since, told his team of the
decision prior to the game.
"It's time to start fresh," said
Peter O'Malley, president of the
Capitals, who is expected to
Arne a new coach and a nes
general manager prior to
tonight's game at Detroit.
"We set certain goals, and as
long as we proceeded toward
these goals we remained,
patient," O'Malley said. "But
Milt and I realized we weren't
reaching these goals."

At intermission, Memphis
State led 60-34 and it appeared
the only bright spot for Murray
would be the bus ride back
home and away from the
Tigers.
At one point early in the
second half, Memphis State got
the lead up to as much as 30
points, leading 68-38 for the
largest lead of the game.

Bradshaw Says He'll Be Ready
For AFC Match With Raiders

Terry
figured
Nobody
Bradshaw could do the job he
did — but he did it. And he says
he'll do it again. Nobody figured
Ron Jaworski could do the job
he did — and not even Jaworski
knows if he'll get the chance to
Valuable
Pavilion.
Most
tourney's
Pauley
By ALEX SACHARE
Player, took command. He hit a
The Bruins, 7-1, will face do it again.
AP Sports Writer
Bradshaw, the Pittsburgh
Jumper to put the Hoosiers Purdue,an 80-77 winner over St.
Top-ranked Indiana had some ahead to stay, then added five Louis, in the tournament final quarterback, took a vicious shot
on his right knee in the waning
trouble swallowing its last bite more points to keep the Redmen tonight.
of the Big Apple, but finally at bay as Indiana pulled out a
UCLA led early 21-11, but minutes of the second period
Santa Clara fought back to a 27- last Saturday in the Steelers' 28managed to get it down while 7649 victory.
May led all scorers with 29 27 tie at halftime. A threepoint 10 victory over Baltimore. He
UCLA
and
Maryland,
play by Marques Johnson put virtually had to be carried to the
Marquette fattened up their points for Indiana,9-0.
heck
a
a
is
of
John's
"St.
the Bruins ahead to stay at 46-43 locker room ... but when the
college basketball records on
srnart team," praised Indiana with 7:34 to go, and the clutch second half started, there he
home cooking.
Elsewhere, Cincinnati and Coach Bobby Knight. "It took a foul shooting by McCarter kepi, was. And he was still in there
Alabama, a couple of other Top great team effort to beat them them there. Johnson took when the game ended.
He says he'll be in there, too,
scoring honors with 28 points.
Ten teams, found that the road --and we got it."
the start of next Sunday's
at
Lou Catnesecca, coach of the
was no place to celebrate the
Bo Ellis and Earl Tatum
Conference
winter holidays. Both went Redmen, was beaming over his scored 17 points apiece and American
against the
game
championship
screaming
a
before
of
effort
night
club's
down to defeat in a busy
sixth-ranked Marquette pulled Oakland Raiders, who beat
capacity throng of 19,694 at away in the second half and
tournament action Monday.
Cincinnati 31-28 in last Sunday's
The Indiana Hoosiers, easy Madison Square Garden.
beat Miami of Ohio 79-52 in the other first-round playoff game.
"I'm proud of my kids," he Milwaukee Classic. In the final,
winners over Columbia and
"I won't be able to run —
Manhattan in the first two said. "People came to see the the Warriors, 6-1, will face the
no secret about that —
there's
rounds of the Holiday Festival New York kids play the No. 1 tournament's
co-host,
in New York,found St. John's to Learn in the country, and I hope Wisconsin, which beat Stanford but I think I can drop back and
be a considerably tougher city we proved to one and all that we 70-64 on four free throws by set up all right." said
Bradshaw, who was sent headfoe in the final. They were never have a fine club."
Brian Colbert and three by Pete overheels by Lloyd Mumable to pull away and, with five
Things were easier for Brey in the final 1:21.
minutes to go, the 15th-ranked second-ranked Maryland, Seventh-ranked Cincinnati, phord's tackle.
"I couldn't feel the knee at
Redmen climbed into a 65-65 tie. which broke out to a 24-9 lead at meanwhile, suffered its second
Bradshaw recalled.
all,"
Then Scott May, Indiana's the start and went on to trounce loss in two games at the
All-American forward and the Seton Hall 104-69 in the opener Rainbow Classic in Honolulu, "There must have been some
of the Maryland Invitational. bowing to Holy Cross 66-65. kind of nerve damage. When I
irok
John Lucas had 12 of his game- Mike Vicens sank two free was leaving the field at halftime
high 21 points in that spurt for throws with 1:61 to play and I thought it was really torn up ...
I started feeling the foot at
the Terrapins,8-0.
then came up with two clutch
In the nightcap of the offensive rebounds to nail down
Coach Chuck Noll also says
doubleheader, Princeton the triumph. Chris Potter had 19
eighth-ranked points and Vicens 15 for the Bradshaw will be in there 1
stunned
Sunday, and has no fears about'
Alabama 61-59, dealing the Tide Crusaders.
the knee problem slowing down
its first loss after six victories.
Tenth-ranked Nevada-Las
the Steelers. "I don't think his
for
points
Armond Hill scored 20
Vegas will meet No. 17
the Ivy Leaguers, who built a 56- Michigan in the final of the Las injury will have any effect on
42 lead with 7:28 to go and then Vegas Holiday Classic tonight. our offense ... The extra day (of
rest) will help. But injuries
hung on to win.
Nevada-Las Vegas outscored
Fourth-rated UCLA had a Houston 116-92 and Michigan aren't going to change
surprisingly tough time in the beat LaSalle 96-7l in first-round anything."
The injury to quarterback
opening round of its Bruin games.
Antique Mall
Classic but pulled. out a 52-48
Murray, Ky.
decision over well-disciplined
Santa Clara. Andre McCarter
lonardo Piano Co.
converted three free throws in
Paris, Tenn.
the final 41 seconds to preserve
11118011~000~111411r0
UCLA's Ifith victory in a row at

g

Memphis had doubled Murray's
score at 20-10.
The Tigers then ran off six
consecutive points and made it
26-10 before Overton called for a
time.
Even with the big lead,
Memphis State still kept its
fullcourt pressure. With 8:03
left in the half, the Tigers had
the lead up to 20 points at 35-15.
One of the obvious problems
for Murray was the limited
playing time of 6-7 junior
Grover Woolard. Woolard
played very sparingly because
of a recent bout with the flu and
scored just three points, well
below his average.

Monday night's one-sided loss
dropped the Capitals' record to
3-28-5 this season, worst in the
NHI.. Last year they were a
dismal 8-67-5, also worst in the
circuit.
Elsewhere in the NHL
Monday night, the Minnesota
North Stars edged the Los
Angeles Kings 2-1 and the
Toronto Maple Leafs beat the
Atlanta Flames 6-2. In an
exhibition, the Soviet Wings
the
Pittsburgh
defeated
Penguins 7-4.
Schmidt, a member of the
hockey Ball of Fame,broke into
the NHL with the Bruins 1936. A member of the "Kraut Line"
with Woody Duman and Bobby
Bauer, he helped the Bruins to
the Stanley Cup in 1939 and 1941.
In 16 years he played in 776
games,scoring 229 goals
Re served as coach or
assistant general manager of
the Bruins from 1955 through
1967, when he took over 011
general manager. He it
credited with building the
Bruins into an NHL posaas
which won Stanley Cups in lra.
and 1972

Trailing 74-45, the Racers
than rattled off eight consecutive points, six of those
coming from senior Jesse
Williams, and suddenly Murray
forced Memphis State into
calling a timeout.
The next Memphis State
timeout came with 8:14 left in
the game and by that time,
Murray • trailed 80-64. Murray
was within 18 points in the final
minute, trailing 101-83 before
the Tigers ran off the final eight
points of the contest to push the
victory margin up to 26.
Williams finished with a
game-high 27 points for the
Racers and received a large
ovation from the Memphis fans
when he left the game. Freshman Vic Jordan of Christian
County tossed in 21 in his best
game of the season while senior
Jeff Hughes chipped in with 12.
For Memphis State, 6-5 AllAmerican guard Bill Cook had
22, 6-9 Marion Hillard 21 and 6-4
guard Dexter Reed had 19. John
Gunn, a 8-9 sophomore, added
16 while 6-10 John "Tree"
Washington chipped in with 10in a reserve tole.
"I was impressed with our
kids because they came back
and played hard in the second

Cowboys, 17-14 victors over
Minnesota, show up for Sunday's National Conference title
game.
"Harris has earned the right
to start," said Rams Coach
Chuck Knox. "James would
have been in there last week if
he could have played. He will
start this week if he's ready."
But when that will be decided
isn't known.
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half, even thoug the chance to
win was very remote," Overton
said.
"We stacked up our defense
much better and checked them
better on the boards."
At one point in the second
half, the much-smaller Racers
had four offensive rebounds in
succession.
Memphis State, now 6-4 on the
season with one of the setbacks
corning*at Western Kentucky,
has now won six consecutive
games and appears to be
playing the type of ball they
were expected to play.
Murray State drops to 2-6 on
the season and will have over a
week to prepare for their next
game, that coming January 10
in the Sports Arena against last
year's Division II runnerup,
ISU-New Orleans, coached by
Tormer Racer Ron Green.
34 49-83
Murray
60 49-109
Memphis
Murray (83) — J. Williams 27.
Blasingarne 7, Wade 6, Jordan
21, Hughes 12, Woolard 3, Mays
4, E. Williams 3, Smith and
Leffler.
Memphis ( 109) — Cook 22,
Reed 19, Gunn 16, Wright 6,
Jones 8, Hillard 21, Washington
10, Wilson 3 and Kilzer 4.
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Corn-Austin
Will Be Closed Wednesday & Thursday to prepare for their famous
storewide

Sale
Starting Fri., Jan. 2 at 9:00 a.m.

FA,
127

PERKIN'S
NEW YEARS FLING
PANCAKE
HOUSE

••••••••

1975 1975 1975 1975 1975 1957 1975 1975 1975 1975 1975 1975 1975 1975 1975

NEW YEARS EVE
Perkin's 20 oz. Super Sirloin
Steak Dinner
Just$695 (Reg. $85°)

OPEN UNTIL 1

A.M.

Greet The New Year With A Great
Steak Or A Late Snack...Or Both!

. SL6t L61 16

S

1.1-.11CIA{

975 1975 1975 1975 197 197S 1975 197'

Int

Hc
In

Memphis State Crushes Murray 109-83

1975 1975 1975 1975 1975 1975 1975 1975 1975 1975 1975 1975 1975 1975 1975
1976 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976

NEW YEARS DAY
r°
a

%/0

FREE COFFEEALL DAY
(With Or Without A Meal)
Calm Your Holiday Frazzled Nerves...
And Start The New Year With Something Free.

100.

1976 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976

Perkins Pancake & Steak House
US 641 North

...Treating You Right Is What Its All About!

;
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Hooisers Maintain Lead
In College Cage Ratings
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By The Associated Press
Indiana kept on doin' what
comes naturally ... and,
naturally, the Hoosiers are still
No. I in The Associated Press
major college basketball poll
today.
Indiana owned first place —
barely — in the preseason poll,
then gabbed it by the throat
with its runaway victory over
defending national champion
UCLA.
The unbeaten Hoosiers, who
rolled up their ninth victory of
the year Monday night by
beating 15th-ranked St. John's
University 76-69 in the cham-

Mel Purcell
Advances To
Final Round
Mel Purcell of Murray has
reached the finals in both the
singles and doubles in the 18year-old division of the Sugar
Bowl Invitational Tennis
Tournament in New Orleans.
In the singles Monday,
Purcell defeated Timmy Lane
of Houston 6-2 and 6-2. Purcell
will play Cary Stansbury in the
finals today.
Purcell and his doubles
partner, Kelly Thurmond of
Atlanta, played three doubles
matches Monday. In the first
match, they defeated the team
of Martin and Lewis of
Louisiana 6-1 and 6-1, after
drawing a first round bye.
In the third round, PurcellThurmond won 6-2 and 6-2 over
Frank Hennesy and Eddie
McKool, both members of the
LSU tennis team. Then in the
semifinals, Purcell-Thurmond
won 7-5 and 6-3 over Rocky
Royer of Dallas and Timmy
Lane of Houston.
The finals of the doubles will
also be held today.

pionship game at Madison
Square Garden's Holiday
Festival, garnered 60 of the 62
first-place votes cast by a
nationwide panel of sports
writers and broadcasters before
that game..
That gave them 1,236 of a
possible 1,240 points. The other
two first-place votes went to
second-ranked Maryland,
which got 1,053 points, and
third-rated North Carolina,
which received 951.
UCLA's Bruins, unbeaten in
six games since the rout by
Indiana, remained fourth with
718 points, solidly in front of the
621 received by Notre Dame.
Marquette and Cincinnati
swapped spots in the rankings.
The sixth-place Warriors
received 509 points while the
Bearcats dropped to seventh
with 441, a nose in front of
Alabama's 438 points and ninthranked North Carolina State's
431.
Nevada-Las Vegas broke into
the Top Ten with 299 points,
jumping two places to displace
Tennessee, which received 261
points, one more than 12th-place
Louisville, also down one spot in
the rankings.
LIndiana(60)
2.Maryland(1)
3.N.Carolina( 1)
4.UCLA
5.NotreDame
6.Marquette
7.Cincirmati
8.Alabaina
9.N.C.St.
10.Nev-LasVegas
11.Louisville
12.Tennessee
13.Washington
14.Rutgers
15.St.John's
16.Minnesota
17.Michigan
18.Centenary
19.SanFrancisco
20.LouisianaSt.

Maryland Near-Perfect
In Winning Gator Bowl

"PORTS

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP)
— A no-name team has put the
old familiar name of Maryland
back among the royalty of
By MULE CLARK
college
football.
Figuring to save the troops
AP Sports Writer
From the time Jim Tatum
for another day, New York
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Coach Kevin Loughery ran in collected his ninth consecutive
For three periods Kentucky was his second team. And the second winning season in 1955 with a 73almost unbeatable, but in the team kept running until the 15-4 log and one national
championship, until Coach
final quarter the Colonels were final buzzer.
almost unbearable.
In a four-minute span, the Jerry Claiborne arrived on the
Fortunately for the defending likes of Tint Bassett, Kim scene four years ago, Maryland
Basketball Hughes and Bill Schaeffer managed only three winning
American
Association champions,the first outgunned Kentucky 16-3 to campaigns, the last in 1962.
The 17th-ranked Terrapins
three periods outweighed the draw within 96-81. Thesubs kept
fourth, allowing Kentucky to corning, finally cutting the completed their resurgence
escape, with a 110-102 win over Colonels margin to 107-99 with Monday night with an imNew York that brought the 34 seconds left. By then, pressive, near-perfect 13-0
whipping of favored Florida in
Colonels within four games of however,it was too late.
the rainy Gator Bowl.
the second-place Nets.
They had just enough offense,
It was the only game played Kentucky broke an 8-8 firstperiod tie with 16 straight but essentially they did it with a
in the ABA Monday night.
"In the fourth quarter, our points. Jones scored six and swarming, relentless defense
down," Gilmore added four more which apparently took perbogged
offense
Kentucky Coach Hubie Brown during the run. The Colonels sonally some hints in the local
said. "Their second five gave built the margin to 18 later in media that they weren't a
them a real spark ... they made the quarter when 6-foot-3 guard fitting opponent for No. 13
some great three's (three-point Bird Averitt turned a mid-court Florida ... and rammed the
goals). It's a great tribute to the steal into a crowd-grabbing insults down the Gators'
slam dunk and a 32-14 lead.
throats.
kids' hustle."
-They said we couldn't win
Kentucky rode the scoring The Colonels staged a 10-0 run
and rebounding of center Artis midway through the second the big game. They said we
• Gilmore (25 points, 21 period with Lucas scoring a pair couldn't beat a Southeastern
rebounds) and forwards Wil of baskets. The second, a slam team. Well, that fired us up and
Jones and Maurice Lucas to a dunk, came after Lucas had we did it," crowed linebacker
Kevin Benson, whose first93-65 lead with 10 minutes left stolen an inbounds pass.
over Julius Erving and the rest Despite Erving's 21 points, period interception at the
of the New York starters. Jones New York was well back until Florida 44-yard line set up
had 19 points and 12 rebounds the final minutes, and the hard- Larry Dick's 19-yard touchdown
while reserve Lucas had 20 working subs didn't have pass to Kim Hoover.
enough time to rectify matters.
Mike Sochko accounted for
points and 13 rebounds.

Colonels Hold Off Late
Attack By Nets To Win

8-0 1,236
7-0 1,053
6-0
951
6-1
718
5-1
621
509
5-1
8-1
441
6-0
438
7-0
431
6-1
299
7-1
261
7-1
260
8-0
256
7-0
180
9-0
175
8-0
103
5-1
102
8-1
35
9-2
22
CHICAGO (AP) — New York
16
7-0
Knicks Coach Red Holzman
credited his entire team for its
94-93 victory over Chicago, but
ma'"
FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY .ows,
hisyttsid 4`,..64-417•AiN
the Bulls said they were
in South 7th Street 247-1289
et I
„ "ii•
defeated primarily by one man
Open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Moo. tiro Fri.
— Earl Monroe.
8 a.m. to 12 p.m. Saturday
4
k
Monroe hit for a season-high
We Write Air Tickets For Al Airlines While You Watt
37 points Monday night to give
the Knicks their fifth straight
National Basketball Association
Cards
We Honor The Same
victory and seventh in eight
the only NBA
games. It
litelitZto:Stich As
game of the night.
"You can't take anything
Mrs.
(Irene) Rem, Manager
away from Monroe, he was

Monroe Scores Season-High 37
As Knicks Squeak Past Bulls

IMO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES! I
Credit
ISES-RENTAL CARS-TRAVEL INSURANCE
Frank

really fantastic tonight,- said
Bulls guard Norm Van Lier,
who had the unenviable task of
guarding'The Pearl."
don't think I have seen
Monroe play a better game,"
said Bulls Coach Dick Mott
o.
"And what made it so fantastic
was that Van Lier played him
with his hand in his face the
whole night ... We kept getting
close and we had chances, but
when we did, that Monroe was
ready for us."

fouled out with 1:06 remaining.
After Van Lier hit a jumper to
make it 54-93, the Knicks ran out
the clock for their 15th victory
of the season.

the other points with a
conversion and field goals of 30
yards in the second period and
27 yards in the fourth quarter.
"I don't know how much the
pre-garne publicity inspired our
players, but they wanted to
convince people they belonged
here — and I think they did it,"
said Claiborne, who notched his
first bowl triumph in five tries
as a head coach. "We have a
good solid program and we
convinced people we can win
the big one."
Their first victory over an
SEC team in 11 tries since 1955
enabled the Terrapins to
conclude their best season in
two decades with a 9-2-1 mark.
In practice sessions during
Maryland's week in Florida,
Claiborne had labeled his club a
bunch of no-names.
"Steve Atkins kind of stood
out tonight, but we still have no
big star," Claiborne said. "But
there's a lot of heart on this
team. We knew we could piny
good defense and we had time to
prepare for Florida's Wishbone.
Our scheme was good against it
and our players were super."
Atkins, a bruising 225-pound
freshman tailback, barreled for
127 yards on 20 carries, all but
nine yards coming in the second
half.
While Maryland's aggressive
defense — Claiborne is among
the last remaining proponents
of the old wide-tackle-six with
its six-man line — was keeping
Florida pinned down in its own
half of the field until the third
period, the Gators turned the
ball over via three interceptions
and a fumble, and also committed several costly penalties.
"Mistakes of execution and
concentration will almost
always get you beat against a
good opponent," said Gator
Coach Doug Dickey, who
suffered his sixth straight bowl

P.N.HIRSCH a,CO:

Ben would hate liked our
new 1170WPOIfiT
Ben was a forward-thinker, an innovator. He knew
that, to be successful, you must keep the services
you have to offer in tune with what benefits ct
tomers the most.
That's why he'd like our "New Viewpoint" way
of running our bank. By constantly re-examining
and updating our seVices and attitudes, by making banking easier, faster and more convenient
for you, we're going to keep you happy—and attract new customers.
If you'd like a new viewpoint on what a bank
should be, come see us.

/PEOPLESpANK
oaly
KY.
MURRAY
Member FDIC

By The Associated Press
Gator Bowl
At Jacksonville, Fla.
Maryland 13, Florida 0
Wednesday,Dec. 31
Peach Bowl
At Atlanta
North Carolina State (7-3-1
vs. West Virginia (8-3-0)
Sugar Bowl
At New Orleans, La.
Penn State
9-2-0) vs
Alabama (10-1-0), n
Thursday,Jan. 1
Cotton Bowl
At Dallas,Tex.
Arkansas (9-2-0) vs. Georgia
(9-2-0
Rose Bowl
At Pasadena,Calif.
Ohio State (11-0.4)) vs UCLA
(8-2-1)
Orange Bowl
At Miami,Fla.
Oklahoma (10,1-0) vs
Michigan(8-1-2), n
Saturday, Jan.!
East-West Shrine;-Stanford.
Calif.
Saturday,Jan. 10
Hula Bowl,Honolulu, Hawaii
All-American Bowl, Tampa.
Fla.
Sunday,Jan 11
Senior Bowl at Mobile, Ala

Will Be Closed Wednesday & Thursday to prepare for their famous
storewide

Sale
Starting Fri., Jan. 2 at 9:00 a.m.
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After grabbing a 49-46 lead at
the half, New York outscored
the Bulls 10-0 in a four-minute
span. The Bulls then connected
on two baskets before Monroe
took personal charge,collecting
13 of his team's next 17 points
At one stage, Monroe chipped in
seven straight points to give
New York a 76-66 third-quarter
bulge.

Bowls At A Glance

Corn-Austin

111111111111111111V11111 H11111

Monroe's fellow guard Walt
Frazier made his biggest
contribution under the boards,
where he pulled down 14
rebounds to help send Chicago
to its 23rd defeat against Just
eight wins, the worst record in
the league.

Mickey Johnson, who had 22
points, led a Bulls rally early in
the fourth quarter as Chicago
moved to within one point at 8382. A basket by Monroe and two
free throws by Frazier put New
York out of danger, but with
4:24 remaining, the Bulls
threatened again
before
Monroe's clutch steal.
The Bulls continued to fight
back with a pair of free throws
by Jerry Sloan, but Johnson

seek to duplicate its 41-20
triumph over
team, very sound and well- regular-season
give the
would
That
UCLA.
balanced."
Buckeyes a lock on the national
The Gators, the nation's 12th- crown since second-ranked
best running team, was Texas A&M was beaten by
outrushed by Maryland 209-182 Southern Cal in the Liberty
and outpassed 82-28. And the Bowl.
Gators threw three inDespite the big win in the
terceptions — by Benson, Mike regular season, Ohio State
Cielensky and Jim Brechbiel — Coach Woody Hayes expects the
after suffering only five all Bruins to be rough. "They
season.
finished the season on the
After eta in bowl play today, upswing," said Hayes, noting
action picks up Wednesday with that UCLA won six of its last
the Peach Bowl in Atlanta, seven games. "We know they
pitting North Carolina State have an explosive offense and
against West Virginia. That's an improved defense."
the first of five games 'to be
If UCLA is explosive enough
played within a span of 34 hours. and improved enough to pull off
Wednesday night, the Sugar the upset, then Oklahoma could
Bowl in New Orleans pairs move into the No. 1 ranking by
fourth-ranked Alabama against beating Big Ten runnerup
eighth-ranked Penn State.
Michigan in the Orange Bowl.
On New Year's Day, No. 12
If that's not enough incentive
Georgia goes up against No. 18 for the Sooners, consider that
Arkansas in the Cotton Bowl in this will be their first apDallas, then top-ranked Ohio pearance on national television
State seeks to lock up the after an enforced two-year
national championship in its absence because of NCAA
rematch against 11th-ranked probation.
UCLA in the Rose Bowl in
What's more, consider that
Pasadena, Calif. Wrapping up three Big Eight teams have
the bowl boom Thursday night already lost bowl games. "We
is the Orange Bowl in Miami don't want people saying all Big
with third-ranked Oklahoma Eight teams in bowls got beat,"
facing fifth-ranked Michigan.
says Oklahoma's defensive
The big one, as far as the stalwart, Dewey Selmon. "It
national title goes, is the Rose makes us want to win this game
Bowl, where Ohio State will that much more."

setback. "Maryland has a fine

BONNIE SHEETS PILLOWCASES
•

Snowy White

Decor Colors

.1%.)
Permanent press, needs no ironNeeds no ironing. Machine washing. Choose print. strip* or solid
able, permanent press. Stays
for a decorator touch.
wrinkle free and smooth long
wearing
Twin Size
Twin Size
Flat or Fitted
Flat or Fitted
Full Size Flat or Fitted 3.51
Full Size Flat or Fitted 2.0
2.611
Pillowcases, Pair
Pillowcases, Pair
1.611

258

8

Lady Margaret
White Percale

THIRSTY TERRY TOWELS

50% Cotton, 50% Polyester
Permanent Press
TWIN SIZE
Flat or Fitted

2"

FULL SIZE
Flat or Fitted

3"
2"

PILLOWCASES
Sale priced, per pr
CHARGE IT ...
master charge

Solids, Jacquards and Prints
SPECIAL 111
VALUE!
Thick cotton towels in o huge assortment of wonted styles and
colors. They're slight irregulars
which occognts for this grob-em
up price l

lip

41111111111111111111111111111111111ale

DACRON
PILLOWS

QUILTED
MATTRESS
PADS

Corded edge style
plump and odorless
Polyester fiber fill
ed. Machine wash

Cambric cover stays
white thru machine
washing. Filled with
non-attergenif polyester fiber
TWIN
SIZE

REG.
3 50

466

\STAMPED CASES
Hemstitched Ends

FULL
SIZE

566
P.N.HIRSCH Illse.-10.111114411
&
0411

Pima

W1:40k

Series 1-S

Ilay.641 Nor*

5.

Reg.
739 Pr.

`?t

88

11 Pr
No iron permanent press fabrics, assorted ',totems. Al
scolloped edges;,
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World Three-Day Event ChampionshipsTo Be Held In Kentucky During 1978
Championships will necessitate of the park will not be ap- events of lesser demand, thus equestrian activity of this heritage—by presenting one of planned for the fall of 1976 and a
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov. tendance.
Bruce
Commissioner
Parks
announced
only minor modifications of preciably changed. And any insuring continued use and caliber and spectator interest the historic uses of the horse three-day event for 1977 at the
Julian M. Carroll
.Dec. 13 that the Com- Montgomery explained, '"The present construction plans for facilities constructed will lia value td the horse industry and realizes the purpose of the through the sport of combined Horse Park as preliminaries to
the World Three-Day Champark—to portray and pay training."
:monwealth's bid to host the actual construction of facilities the horse park. Projected designed so that they may be park visitors.
1978.
We befive that an tribute
to
,World Three-Day Cham- for the World Three-Day budget figures for development utilized for combined training
our
horse
A two-day horse trial is being pionships in September,
pionships in 1978 has been accepted by the American Horse
Shows Association( AHSA), the
national equestrian federation
of the United Slates. The site of
the Olympic-type event will be
the new Kentucky State Horse
.Park near Lexington.
; AHSA Cahirrnan of the Board
;Albert E. Hart Jr., in a letter
advising Gov. Carroll of the
:selection of Kentucky said,"We
:appreciate the enthrusiasm of
!your associates and your
'personal commitment as well,
which I am certain will make
LiZostr2j
the championships an outstanding world sporting event."
We are most pleased that the
4./
World Three-Day Chem/
4'
Oionships, being held for the
09,
:first iime in the United States,
411MML
;will be held in Kentucky," said
'Gov. Carroll. "The Commonwealth has long been
recognized for is unique horse
heritage and varied horse activities. The World Three-Day
ihampionships will join four
other events of international
Import held in the state—the
Kentucky Derby, first jewel in
Thoroughbred racings's Triple
Crown; the Kentucky Futurity,
final leg in Standardbred
racing's Trotting Triple Crown;
the World Championship Saddle
Horse Show; and the World
Championship Quarter Horse
Show."
Gov. Carroll explained how
the invitation to host the World
Championships came about:
*Regular 794 yd. Valor
"As soon as we received world
•40" wide, Good Cluelttv
that our U. S. Three-Day Team
•1000 yawls at gosh More
had won the Team Gold Medal
•1J001 10 Mk.to Costomer
at the 1974 World Three-Day
Championships in Burghley,
England, we recognized that the
United States would have a
responsibility and tradition to
uphold to serve as the host
country for the next world
REG.$1.99 TO $2.99 YD. HEAVY
championships.
"We immediately thought of
the Kentucky State Horse Park
and the Bluegrass area as a
natural setting for the event and
proceeded to gather the
necessary information to
present Kentucky and the Horse
•Seery Jaen Weraght Denim
Park to the American Horse
•46" & 48" wide, Indio) Blue
Shows Association as the site
•2 to 10 yard Mill Lengths
for this important international
event. We are very proud of the
concept of the Kentucky State
Our Own Mills
Horse Park and believe that the
•From
100% POlyestet
wide,
World Three-Day Cham•60"
pionships will herald the official
Dress Lengths
yard
etc.
6
to
opening of the park in 1978 in a
•2
De Homes
Ponta
Crepe,
etc.
manner befitting the history
•Solid Jacquards,Morotranics
and tradition represented by
selection
•FlIRCy
both."
early for best
there
Costs to accommodate the
•Be
world championships are exREG. 394 TO $2.00 CARD
pected to be minimal since the
major portion of facilities
necessary to state the
equestrian competition are
REG. $1.99 TO $2.99 YD. WASHABLE
already • included in the
FROM OUR REGULAR STOCK!
developmental and construction
plans for the Kentucky State
CARD
Horse Park. Organizational and
operational costs associated
(*nit 4 eordeI
with the event will be offset by
sponsorships and income
derived from spectator at;
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UNBLEAC

BLUE JEAN
DENIM

EARLY!
COME
BUSTER!
NEW
DOOR
AN
DAY
&
YEARS
YD.SOLID
NEW
$3.99
TO
REGULA.R $2.99

PRIESIER

S
Ittili
BOOLE

BUTTONS

Steele Receives
Third USAF Award

PRINTED
JERSEY

'
t

OKLAHOMA CITY — Senior
Master Sergeant Bobby G.
Steele, son of Mr. and Mrs. W.
A. Steele of Rt. 4, Murray, Ky.,
has received his third award of
the U. S. Air Force Commendation Medal at Tinker
AFB,Okla.
Sergeant Steele was cited for
meritorious service as a flight
_mechanic with an operating
location of the 1866th Facility
Checking Squadron at Tinker.
He now serves as an aircraft
superintendent
maintenance
with the 4552nd Airborne
Warning and Control Squadron,
a part of the Tactical Air
Command.
The sergeant is a 1952
graduate of New Concord (Ky.)
High School.

•46" to 52" wide, Drew Liserents
•Noe Sprang Colon and Prints
•Nylon and Acetate Jersey

antacid

Instant relief
from stomach
distress

FASHION FABRICS
•6r PLAID GABARDINES
•45" WASHABLE FLANNELS
•46" PRINTED CORDUROYS
•60" NOVELTY SUITINGS
045" PANT WEIGHT DUCKS
545"SPORTSWEAR FABRICS
545" TARPOON TYPE PLAIDS
and many, many more

9

EG. 49it - 3/4" NONE-ROLle

ELASTIC

19

YD.
(him:5 yin%)

REG. 604 - 225 VD. SPOOL

REG. $499 YD."MILLIKEN"

60" POLYESTER
GABARDINE
•
•OW' wads, 100% Polyester
•2 to 10 yard Dress Langires
•Now Swine Colors

Urallac

REGULAR $1.99 TO $4.99 FALL & WINTER

$ 188

OUR ENTIRE STOCK!

REG. S2.99 TO 56.99 FANCY

FALL & WINTER POLYESTER

DOUBLE KNITS
•TREVIRA POLYESTER KNITS
•2 & 3 COLOR JACQUARD KNITS
•YARN DYED MOROTRANIC KNITS
•DYED TO MATCH NOVELTY KNITS
•PATCH DENIM LOOK KNITS
and many, may more

$ 77
YD.

THREAD

itimit Q00:
4 wools)

REG. 79e POLYESTER

INTERFACING
YFOR

770

(limit 8 y4041)

as,. 2.78

$219

rt}

100
Tablets

204 W. WASHINGTON Paris, Tn.

Holland
Drugs
E.Side of Court Square
Murray

4

HOURS:
9 to S.,
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Your Individual
Horoscope
A7)e.
%1,5V
Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY.
DECEMBER 31. 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars
ARIES
4
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) ent
Aspects mJstly auspicious,
but accuracy and forethought
must spark all decisions,
moves. Travel and social activities highly favored.
TAURUS
7
( Apr. 21 to May 21) tiket
Controversy may prove
annoying, but here is where
your keen, logical mind will be
an aid. Emphasize pertinent
points and keep minor issues in
their place.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21) no,
A good period for revitalizing
all projects, for capitalizing on
unusual ideas and revamping
outdated methods. Some news
of interest indicated.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) e
Travel favored. In fact, any
trip on which you embark on
Wednesday could involve you in
a most unusual and highly
stimulating experience.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
A shifting of certain situations
indicated; perhaps current
trends altering. You should be
in on the movements, plans.
Make the effort — discreetly!
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WPik.
Investigate whatever
stimulates your interest, but
don't "go overboard'' on a new
proposition without looking
below the surface.
LIBRA
( Sept 24 to Oct. 23) larrel
Fairly favorable influences
encourage your interests, but
don't go out on a limb in making
program changes. Neither
reach for the obviously unat-

STORE HOURS NOON TO
6 PM, NEW YEAR'S DAY.

Rose Milk

Keystone
Everflash 10
Instant
Loading

Everflash Camera
R*9.11.88

8 oz.
Reg. $1.37

Now 24

TV
Stand
By Bush
Model 8200
Reg. $19.88

Polaroid

41244g

9C6111,10
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 72)
Lesser matters may be
highlighted now,but these could
spark big achievements later.
So, whatever you attempt, give
your best. And do be prepared
for all contingencies.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You may discern a hint of
things to come where your
personal ambitions are concerned. Accept advice and
support from interested friends.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
If you attempt to gain your
way today by unconventional
methods, it could cause discord.
You are generally conservative
in your leanings, but there's a
tendency toward indiscretion
now.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Keep emotions under control
and do not make drastic or
needless changes on the spur of
the moment. Be especially
careful in a romantic involvement.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Stress moderation. Do not
strive for the unreasonable and
do not permit your active mind
to carry your physical self
beyond sensible bounds.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with an exceptionally
fine mind and a versatility
which fits you for success in
many fields — depending on
your leanings and education, of
course. Your business acumen
is outstanding and, should you
choose the world of commerce
as a Career, you could acquire
executive status in a very short
time. It is in this field that your
keen talents for organizing,
management and shrewdness in
putting over financial deals
would prove invaluable assets.
You have a gift for writing, also,
and your works in this domain
would always reflect the true
brilliance of your intellect.
Other areas in which you could
shine: the law, statesmanship,
science, education. Traits to
curb: your hypersensitivity,
jealousy, moodiness. Birthdate
of: Henri Matisse, Fr. artist.

General Electric

Snooze
Alarm

Liquid Prell

Shampoo

Super Shooter land Camera
Uses 6 Kinds of Instant Film

Reg.'24.88

Clock

16 oz.
Reg. $1.96

Reg. $6.33

$1 33

$533

Assorted
11111111116

8 Piece

Screwdriver
Set

Solid 8. Prints
Sizes Small, Medium
and Large
Long Sleeves & Shells

By Powermaster
Reg. $5.118

Jumbo

Pastel

Slacks
Chertrise, Mee,
Pink, Sherbert
100% Polyester
Size 8-18

$833

Sewing
Chest

4,7
'
?
Ar#77
1

Reynolds
Wrap

With Lift Our Tray
66
$3

25 Sq. Ft. Roll

334

Plastic

Sweetheart

Kimbies
Medium
Overnight
Reg.'1.18

K1MBIES

Fabric
Softener

Rug
Runners

Smucker's

James &
Jellies

1 4 ft. x 12 ft.
2/
Reg.6T

18 oz. to 32 oz. Size

1 Gallon

734

664 to
$133

Crisis 8
Information Center

W. str rn
M14 MR Board

v

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Acres of Free Parking
Equal Opportunity Employer
Limit Rights Reserved

BANKPMERIGUI8
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TVA Blue Collar Workers Receive Wage Increases
TVA Blue-Collar Workers
Receive Wage Increase
The TVA Board of Directors
has approved wage increases
averaging about 7 percent for
its construction workers and
operating and maintenance
employees.
Under Federal law TVA is
required to pay these workers
wage rates "prevailing in the
vicinity" for similar work. The
new wage schedules were
negotiated by TVA and the
Tennessee Valley Trades and
Libor Council, representing the

agency's blue-Collar employees,
and are based on wage increases already granted by
other similar emdloyers surveyed by TVA and the Council.
The wage increases for 1976
represent a total cost to TVA of
about $23 million, including a
cost increase of about $8 million
power system
TVA
in
operations. That represents
only about one-half of one
percent of total power system
costs, so this cost increase by
itself is not enough to require
any adjustment in electric

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
1 Moccasin
4 Mix
8 Wimbledon
cn.vnpion
12 Bother
13 Mine vein
14 Reach
across
15 Bouquets
1 7 Dines
18 Body of
soldiers
19 Essence
21 Bristle
22 In addition
23 Article
26 Soaks
28 Run oft
30 Stick to
33 Showered
34 Dwell
35 Declares
36 Emerge victorious
37 Masticate
39 GirltniMe
43 Hinar
45 Scott
46 Developed
48 Turncoat
50 Ireland
51 River in
Siberia
52 Man s
nickname
53 Church service
54 Depression
55 Radical
group find)
DOWN
1 Agreements
2Wwsnio
3 French
painter
4 Strike
5 Dress (collog)
6 Standards of

Answer to Monday $ Puzzle
perfection
(1-s;Uty:
7 Remains at
0357MA NMAAM
ease
WW1
111
.•
800 tne ocean
9 Undaunted • fU MIT?OM
Ls01PV1
10 Chapeau
Ofir-42
11 Abstract
being
2-Tra
16 Floated in air
1411i
20 At present
OM (11 ,IAM WRIP
22 Devoured
24 Hasten
WIC
25 Goal
MVII0 MUMM fit,
27 Build
duM9f4d UMANO1
29 Ascending
30 Cry of crow 30 DUMP
31 Japanese
sheep (p1)
40 Peruses
sash
41 Cornmernor 45 Dispatched
32 Deter
46 Precious
_alive disk
33 Uncooked
Stone
42 Place for
35 Calm
47 Inlet
combat
38 King of
49 Negative
44 female
Judea
prefix
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rates.
TVA and the Council failed to
reach agreement on wage
schedules for seven of eight
classifications
in
power
operations. All disputed rates
are for positions represented by
the International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers.
As provided by Section 3 of
the TVA Act and the labor
agreement, the dispute may be
appealed to the Secretary of
Labor for determination and his
decision shall be final. In accordance with the General
Agreement covering annual and
maintenance and
hourly
operating employees, the last
offer made by TVA for employees in power operations will
take effect on December 29, and
will remain in effect unless
changed by the Secretary of
Labor. TVA's last offer for
these classifications averages
an 8.69 percent increase on base
wages, plus the increases in
fringe benefits negotiated for all
annually rated employees.
The rates and benefits for
construction employees will
become effective on January 2,
and for maintenance and
operating
employees on
December 29. The new rates for
hourly employees range from
$5.13 for unclassified laborers to
$9.30 for sheet metal workers.
For annual employees including
first line supervisors, the
average annual salary is
$13,114.
These wage schedules do not
involve TVA white-collar
employees,
whose
pay
schedules are reviewed at
midyear.
SQUARE DOUGHNUTS
Beignets, the famous "go
with" for New Orleans'
French Market coffee, are
small square doughnuts, light
in texture and dusted with
powdered sugar.

No Representative
Of SBA In Paducah
Due to the holiday, there will
not be a Small Business
Administration representative
in Paducah on the first Thursday in January. However, the
regularly scheduled visit for the
third Thursday in January by
an SBA representative will be
held to discuss financial and
management assistarve
available to small businessmen
Visits by SBA staff are made
to Paducah to reduce or
eliminate the need for area
businessmen to travel to
Louisville for the agency's
services.
Businessmen inquiring about
an SBA loan are asked to bring
with them current profit and
loss statements and a balance
sheet for the last complete
business year.
Persons not presently in
business, but seeking financial
help to start, should bring a
current personal financial
statement.
RISING COSTS, DELAYS
ON TRANS-ALASKA
PIPELINE
NEW YORK (AP) - Problems of logistics, weather,
equipment and manpower are
raising the costs and delaying
construction of the trans-Alaska
pipeline, contractors have told
Engineering News-Record.
Alyeska Pipeline Service Co.,
Anchorage, which is in charge
of the project, denies that costs
have risen sharply and that delays are significant.
While Alyeslui estimates the
project will cost $5.9 billion,
some contractors see the cost
running as high as $10 billion,
reports the magazine.
Work was begun in March on
the 798-mile pipeline linking
Prudhoe Bay in the north with
the port of Valdez in the south.
Target date for completion is
mid-1977.

Game of Make-Believe Could Mean
Big Difference To Air Passengers
POMONA, N.J.(AP)- In a
darkened room at a federal test
facility here, a game of makebelieve is being played which
could spell the difference between life and death for airline
passengers.
Air traffic controller Fred
Ranger is seated before a console with a green screen crisscrossed by lines, plane identification numbers and altitudes
and the flashing words, "CONFLICT ALERT."
"CAT 2601, make a 90-degree
right turn and descend 1,000
feet," be said into the microphone attached to his headset.

from it again.
None of the action took place
In the skims. Ranger was seated
In one Federal Aviation Administration lab here, and the
woman "pilot" was in an adjacent building at a simulated
control panel.
The FAA and two computer
firms worked jointly for three
years on the 14,000-word computer program that makes
"conflict alert" possible. The
warning flashes automatically
when flight patterns indicate
that two planes will pass within
five miles of each other at
about the same altitude.

"Rager," responded a woman's voice over the intercom.
In a moment, the squiggle
that represented airplane CAT
2601 veered to the right and its
vector lines moved out of the
way of another plane marked
CAT 2602 on Ranger's screen.
The flashing stopped and the
alert sign disappeared.
Ranger proceeded to direct
both planes back to a collision
course, then moved them away

Ranger is among 40 controllers at the FAA's National
Aviation
Facilities
Experimental Center here who
test methods used to direct
America's air traffic. The base
near Atlantic City employs 1,800 persons in all phases of test
work.
The conflict alert system is
one of the newer systems in
the FAA's safety network, and
a recent rash of near-miss jet

Legislation Permitting Removal
Of Officials To Be Considered

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Voters would be allowed to
Legislation that would enable petition for removal of a judge
voters to remove any elected or any other elected official only
official from office before the after the individual had served
end of his term has been at least one year.
prefiled for introduction in the
The other bill would provide
1976 General Assembly.
for recall of any elected official
so
House minority leader Harold in the state if at least 25 per
DeMarcus, R-Stanford, sponsor cent of the voters in the generof the two recall bills, said al election for the office signed
Mew by United Feature Synd to, me. /2
Monday he hoped the legislation a petition for recall.
would lessen voter's feelings of
As with judges, the petition
frustration with government would have to state the reasons
PI %Nit I
and encourage more people to for the demand that the official
DROP
GOOD
become involved in the political be removed.
DEAD!!
REF
Those signing the petition
process.
One bill would implement a would have to be qualified vot4
,
provision of the new judicial ers of the district served by the
4rIPN
Zfrd:11..""
article
providing for the official (voters of the state in
'
4
/A
removal of judges from office, the case of a state official).
The petition would be filed
while the other would provide a
mechanism for recall of any with the official responsible for
receiving nomination papers for
local or state elected official.
•• •••• • Nil 0. -Am wpm
DeMarcus said a public of- that office. In the case of a
•••••••• Ina
ficial would not necessarily state official, for example, the
have to commit a crime for petition would go to the secrevoters to petition for removal. tary of state.
If the petition were filed and
"If they'renot doing their job,
the people should have the right
to decide," he said.
"It will get people to voting
and thinking,'I have something
to do with this," he said. "So
many people say, `I'm not going
to vote, I have nothing to do with
SUNBURY,Pa.(AP)-Euell
this.' We must find some way or
Gibbons, an author and
other to get people involved."
DeMarcus said his math naturalist who praised the
concern is that "after 40 years virtues of eating wild nuts and
in politics and working in berries and became a national
elections, I see a complete folk hero among natural food
SAR6E WON'T 51-10w
THE•I'LL. NEVER FIND
disinterest on the part of the lovers, is dead at 64.
LI5 A PICTURE OF
IT. 175 HIDDEN IN
Freda Gibbons, his widow,
people, motivated by a
015 enrLFIC/END.
A TOBACCO CAN
complete mistrust of public said Gibbons died Monday night
LET'5 LOOK
rN5rDE AN
of an apparent heart attack.
officials.
TI-1ROLJ&O )415
OLD 50c('
Gibbons first became widely
firm
conviction
"It
is
my
that
THINIG.5
if we don't do something that known through books which
gives the power back to the included "Stalking The Wild
people - that if they make a Asparagus," "Stalking the Blue
mistake they have the right to Eyed Scallop," and "Stalking
correct that mistake in less than the Healthful Herbs."
His easy wit and rustic
four years - then I see a
complete failure of our form of appearance gained him a wide
government."
following as he began making
(240
DeMarcus' legislation sets appearances on television talk
out the following procedures for shows. He later received a
contract from General Foods to
removal of elected officials:
The bill providing for recall of advertise its breakfast cereals
judges would require a and was often seen holding
commission created under the stalks of wild grains.
However, the Federal Trade
judicial article to consider
removal of a judge - at any Commission ruled last July that
level - if petitioned by 15 per the commercials shoulq be
cent of the voters who voted in taken off the air because they
tended "to undercut a comthe election for that judge.
The petition would have to monly recognized safety
state the grounds for removal principle, namely that children
and the signatures would be shouldn't eat any plants found
or
in
natural
validated by the state Board of growing
surroundings, except under
Elections.
The bill would require the adult supervision."
Gibbons developed an ulcer in
commission to render a decision
on the petition within 90 days, 1974. However, he said at the
and if the commission decided time it wasn't from anything he
not to remove the judge, it /ate but from aspirins he took fis
would have to state its reasons arthritis.
Throughout his life, Gibbons
for the decision.
11011.
•116,
was a nature lover. He taught
survival courses, lectured
If Yoe
throughout the country on
Need Them:
nature and lived for a time as a
beachcomber in Hawaii.
753-1441
Fire
"Everybody, when they're
753-1621
Police
young,
is interested in the
753-6952.
Rescue
outdoors and nature, but society
7234332
Ambutance
12- 0
has trained them to grow out of
Hospital Emergency...
that,"
he said in a 1974 in7S3-5131
terview."I stayed with R."
753-4307
Society
Humane
FRANKLY, I
P65-ry-(JOHN A PLA6UE
1
d7-11S57-.r-j
Born in Texas, Gibbons
Oanipi elietudve LAIC...
VARMINTS IS COWIN'
DONT KNOW.
WAYNE /5
OFLOWS7g LOOK fcompleted only five years of
'7531622
NOSODY EVER
CZESTA.///t,6 WILL 5/AIG
1Z) YOU formal education. He later
NOTH/A/6 /9
Poison Control 753-7593
W1-1AT Ire'nit's* ASKOD ME rr
aiR SHEIK
attended the University of
"WM /AX7
NAPPEN/NGSenior Citizens . 753-0929
Hawaii and in 1948, at the age of
FOR?
A
001-T
OF
MVIDAESS!
Need Line,.. 753-NEED
Wit\
S:11;
,
a
2
1
36, won a literary prize as the
!kern to Read..753-2266
LIGHTMAS WILL.
best creative writer in the
sZta
la 3=ii
67R/KEgm'
p
Hawaiian Islands.
Social Concerns
•
It was in Hawaigahat he met
,
.
Committee and
his second wife, the former
)1k,
0
)
The Ledger
Freda Fryer of Philadelphia.
•
II•le!'
Ally
4
They had two children.
L Times
In 1964, Gibbons moved to
"AM\
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collisions has made it one of
the most talked about.
Tbe lab here is a mock-up of
the 20 Air Route Traffic Control
Centers the FAA operates
throughout the country to direct
traffic between airports.
Unlike their fellow controllers
who guide takeoffs and landings from towers at airports,
the controllers at these outposts
work at consoles like the one
manned by Ranger in similar
darketrid rooms.
which
over
The
area
Ranger's planes were flying
does not exist„It is a mythical
region called the "universal
data set" that was designed to
mirror the topography and the
troubles that pilots encounter
throughout the nation.
FAA centers in Memphis,
Denver, Kansas City and Fort
Worth already have added
"conflict alert" systems to
their computers' programs. In
the wake of five near-misses
since Nov. 26, the FAA has
stepped up plans to install the
program at the other 18 centers
by next month, Ranger said.

P4ircul;
7014a,cIatain,
ildet!"

verified, a special election
would be held at the next primary or general election.
Any registered voter in the
electoral district could file as a
candidate in the recall election
If he filed a petition signed by
at least 50 registered voters in
the district.
The official named in the recall petition would also be able
to run in the special election.
'The candidate receiving the
majority of the votes would
serve the unexpired term of office.
Both bills provide for penalties for falsifying information
or influencing anyone to sign
such a petition.
DeMarcus said several other
states have either constitutional
or statutory provisions for recall of public officials, and he
said he has received bipartisan
support for his proposal in Kentucky.

Naturalist Eu ell Gibbons
Dies Monday At Age 64
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Beavertovm, Pa. where he lived
on an 11-acre farm. During the
summers, he taught a survival
course at Outward Bound, an
outdoor living school for teenagers.
Gibbons liked to think of
himself as a conservationist as
much as a natural food lover.
He is survived by his widow,
two sons and five grandchildren.
His widow said the body
would be cremated and that
there would be a private
memorial service. No date was
set.

Constitutional
Officers To
Be Sworn In

FRANKFORT, Ky. - Kentucky's Constitutional Officers,
the seven elected state officials
who follow only the governor
and lieutenant governor in
rank, will be sworn in at noon on
Monday, Jan. 5, in the Capitol
Rotunda.
The persons to be sworn in
and the offices they will hold
are: Drexel! Davis, Secretary
of State; Robert F. Stephens,
Attorney General; Martha
Layne Collins, Clerk of the
Court of Appeals; Tom Harris,
Commissioner of Agriculture;
James B. Graham, Superintendent of Public Instruction;
George Atkins, State Auditor;
and Frances Jones Mills, State
Treasurer.
Following the swearing-in
ceremony, Gov. Julian Carroll
will host a reception in the state
reception room.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
December 30, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes a Buying Nagano
Receipts Act 1122 E.1100 Barrows &
Gelb Mostly 110th I 75 lower Sows 1.110 to
1.50 lower
US 1-2 300-Z70 lba
$47 75-411.00
US 1-3 2DONO lbs
117.2547.75
US 3.4340.200 lbs
$G _5047. 25
US 14 780-2110 .
$45.50411.50
Sows
US 1-2 2704110 be
$35.50-37.00
US 14Sada/
$11111.551/110
in 14411141N
1$7.16.31.00
US 34 380450 Iba
$315.51141.50
Boars 23 00-30 00

wANT
ADS
2 Nof.Le
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ii

avornopirMAIMS
All display ads,
classified displays and
lin
regular display,must be
submitted by 12 noon,
before
day
the
publication.
All reader classifieds
ust be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication.
WHAT WE DO best is care.
NEEDLINE,753-6333.

Loans
Available

operating capital, start
ups, expansions, etc.
$50,000 minimum. Call
David Parker, 502-753n97.

LITTLE RED HOUSE OF
CRAFTS will open at 9:30
a. m.,close 6 p. m., weekdays. 1-6 Sundays Closed
on Mondays.
GLENN HELM will start a
class in macrame starting January 6. Three 2
hour sessions. Materials
furnished, student keeps
his work, $12.00 for
course. Register at the
Little Red House of
Crafts.

KINGS
DEN
Be! Air
Shopping
Center

LEVI
CLOTHING

3. Card Of Thank,
THE FAMILY OF Hallie
Johnson would sincerely
like to thank their friends,
relatives, and neighbors
for their prayers, food
and flowers during his
illness and death. We
especially thank Bro. L
E. Moore, Bro. Julian
Warren for their comforting
words, the
beautiful choir singing,
Dr. Ammons, nurses, and
Linn Funeral Home. May
God Bless You, The
Family.
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WE JUST WISH to take
this means to thank all the
wonderful people in the
Murray-New Concord
area who helped us in so
many ways when we lost
all
our
personal
belongings in the fire that
destroyed our small
mobile home in Croppie
Hollow. Special thanks to
Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Brown, Mr. Kurts, Mr.
and Mrs. Martin, Rev.
Winger and the Pentecostal Church of God.
May God bless each and
everyone. Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse Imus

5 lost And Found
LOST BLACK COW. Lost
near Midway. Call 7532539.
LOST DOG, male Pug.
Fawn with black face in
the Clayton Town Community. Between Hazel
and Buchanan. Answers
to Chopper. Call 498-8340.
LOST BLACK and gold -Tiger cheerleader jacket.
Call 753-3058.
LOST: ST. BERNARD dog,
eight months old. Last
seen around Big K area. If
you have seen this dog or
know of his whereabouts,
please call 753-2723.
Reward offered.
6. Help Wanted
WANTED SOMEONE to
sell Watkins Products,
Call 753-5550.
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Will Be Closed
Wednesday & Thursday
Dec. 31 & Jan. 1

WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 4421918 or 4434226.

FOR SALE 110 Volt 10,000
BTU air conditioner,
$50.00. Phone 753-9757
after 6 p. m.

ATTENTION FARMERS!

dog,
)
Last
-ea. If
log or
)outs,
2723

woos oss000l
To diso U S Co 04 4044.•
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'H15 HEAD "1AKE9 'THAT 44tAPE ABOUT "THi5
TIME EVERY YEAR

43. Real Estate

29. Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 50 TWO BEDROOM
and 12 x 60 three bedroom
all electric mobile homes.
Very recent models. Fully
furnished. Call 767-4055
after 6 p. m. or 753-8835
anytime.

THE QUALIFIED per
sonnel at Gay Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 7537724.

BALANCE YOUR EXPENSES AND INCOME.
BUY YOUR FERTILIZER & CHEMICALS NOW.
BE SURE TO HAVE WHAT YOU WANT WHEN YOU WANT IT.
If You Pay Now

For
Rent
Nice, furnished
apartments to accommodate 2, 3, 4
or 5 college girls.
Close to campus.
3
small
Also
bedroom furnished
house.
Call 753-5865 days or
753-5108 after 6:00
and on Sunday.

1. Hutson Chemical Company will guarantee NO price increase to
date of delivery.
2. If Hutson lowers price you will get the benefit of the cheaper
price.
3. If material is available anywhere at a cheaper price Hutson will
refund money or meet the price.

APARTFURNISHED
MENT. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th
Street. 753-6609.

FREE PROTECTION
MORE SERVICE - BETTER RESULTS
LOWER PRICES
BULK LOADING & SPREADER SERVICE ANYTIME

FOR RENT: place to keep
horses Good pasture.
Barn and riding area‘Call
753-2280

Megi.-Fri.
,
Nrs.
7064:00

1973 WHITE DATSUN
2402, 2,000 miles, 4 speed,
AM-FM,extra sharp. Call
489-2236.
1964 CHEVROLET 2 door
hardtop, automatic in the
floor. Call 753-0762.

MOBILE HOMES and
THE Nev. Year 1973 GRAND AM Pontiac,
spaces. Fox Meadows and START
air condition, power
land of your
some
with
Coach Estates. Families
Kentucky Lake.
brakes and steering,
only. South 16th Street. own near
some very
tape. Call 753factory
have
We
Call 753-3855.
0762.
choice five acre tracts on
a black top road 1Kirby
TWO BEDROOM all
Trail) near 1939 DODGE pickup. Call
electric mobile home. Jennings
Ky. These can be
753-8449.
Hamlin,
a
$125.00
deposit,
$50.00
purchased with a low
month. Water, garbage
down payment. John C. CARS BUFFED and
pickup and lawn mowed
Neubauer Real Estate 505
waxed. $15.00. Free
furnished. Call 753-2377.
Main Street, Murray, Ky.
pickup and delivery. Call
753-0101-7531 or 753-7116.
753-2993.
ALL ELECTRIC, suitable
for 1 or 2 adults. One mile LARGE ELEGANT ranch
1950 CHEVROLET $75.00,
style home west of
from town. $70.00 month.
or best offer. 103 Clark
Murray, on 1 acre lot with
Call 753-9773.
Street. Call 753-3973,
trees. Three bedrooms, 3
Craig Ewing.
baths, family room with
31 Want To Rent
massive fireplace, cen1972 FORD RANCHERO,
tral heat and air, 2 car
27,500 miles. Excellent
MARRIED COUPLE
garage. All built-ins,
condition. $1,800. Edgar
2
rent
to
like
would
carpeted, large entry
Shirley,753-3006.
bedroom apartment, foyer, much more, see
duplex, or house. Call 436this, reduced to $49,000. 1968
WHITE
5484.
Moffitt Realty Co., 206
VOLKSWAGON, one car
753-3597.
South 12th,
owner. Has 33,000 actual
32 Apartments Fe, Rent
miles. $1,000. See at 804
ANY REASONABLE offer
Broad Ext.
MANOR
MURRAY
on this home will be
Apartments, one or two
considered. Three
CONGOOD
bedroom, unfurnished,
bedroom, brick veneer, VERY
and
DITION, 1966 Mercury.
stove
except
central gas heat, some
$675.00. Call 753-8333.
refrigerator, water bill
carpeting. gas range.
paid. Central heat and air
large basement, 100' x
conditioning. Call 753the 1972 SKYLARK CUSTOM
150' lot near
Buick, 350 cubic inch
8668.
University Call 753-8080
engine, power steering,
Boyd-Majors
contact
or
NEW ONE BEDROOM
power disc brakes, air
Real Estate, 105 N. 12th.
apartment, carpeted,
conditioning, automatic,
furnished or unfurnished.
white bucket seats, 2 door
NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
Call 753-7550.
hardtop, excellent conFOR SALE: 2 wheel
within view of Highway
dition. Call 753-8288 after
chairs. Both in excellent FURNISHED EXTRA nice
641. Estate of Alfred
4:00 p. m.
condition. Call 7534501.
Keys. Phone 7534162.
large 3 room apartment
near hospital, college.
OF flat tillable 1970 T-BIRD, filll power
graduate 1642 ACRES
FOR SALE MAJESTIC Couple or
1828
Highway
on
and air. AM stereo and
land
student preferred. Heat
woodburning fireplaces.
Call 753Road).
tape. New radials. Call
Midway
(
furnished. No
Aluminum Service Co. and water
7534161.
7166.
pets, children. Private,
Call 492-8647.
quiet. Call 753-1299.
WE HAVE CLIENTS 50 Campers
wanting (1) property with
26 TV Radio
TWO BEDROOM duplex
heat and air in CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
central
or
apartment, furnished
School
ZENITH CONSOLE color
Robertson
Coachman, Trail Star,
unfurnished. Call 492with
TV. Needs repair. $50.00.
acres
40
(2)
Fold down, unique, Good
district;
8225.
Zenith remote control
used trailers, ki mile east
old house-cash deal. Call
Unit.
Black
$10.00.
Estate,
Real
68 and 641 intersection.
of
Wilson
now
FURNISHED
NICE
naughyde chair $10.00.
Draffenville, Ky. Phone
753-3263. Or come by 202
apartment, may be seen
Call 753-0497.
South 4th, across from
527-7107.
at Kelly's Pest Control,
Post office
13th Street.
South
100
51 Services Offered
Sales

28 Heating & Cooling

r. Lost
111 753-

_

ft

GREATER ROCKFORD
AUTO AUCTION, 1500
Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every Wednesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to. One
hour from Chicago and
next to expressway and
Rockford Airport. Fly in
or drive in., Come to
Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing. Open
6 days. Jim Clark or
Sherry Rayn 815-968-6262.
This is a dealers auction.

GUTIRRING BY Sears, HAVING TROUBLE
Sears seamless gutters getting those small
your plumbing jobs done?
per
installed
specifications. Call Larry Then call 7534614.
Lyles at 7534310 for free
CONTACT SHOLAR
estimates.
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, badrhoe work,
HUTCHENS' or trucking needs. Phone
JOHN
Plumbing and Electric. Aurora, 3544138 or 354No jobs too small. Call 8161 after 7 p.m.
436-5642 early morning or
late afternoon.
ELEC.LICENSED
TRICIAN - Prompt efCON- ficient service. No job too
LAKELAND
STRUCTION. Backhoe smell. Call Ernest White.
work in vacinity of 121
753-0605.
South and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
rock and top soil
delivered anywhere. Call
Ross, 436-2505, open 7
days a week.

by appointment
HUTSON CHEMICAL CO.
Murray, Hy.
p1. 511112-753-11133

Closed New leers Day

36 For Rent Or Lease

37. livestock

Supplies

FOR SALE CORN fed beef
approximately 700 lbs.
Approximately January
7th, slaughtered in
Mayfield. Call 437-4733.

ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years exclusive real testate experience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.

46. Homes For `•
NEW HOUSE.4 bedroom,3
baths, extra nice.. For
more information, call
753-3903
BY OWNER, large 3
bedroom brick home at
1302 Kirkwood. Two
baths, family room with
fireplace, utility _room,
central heat and air, 2car
carport. 10 x 80 patio with
gas grill. Also brick utility
building with 2 car carport. Call 753-0846, for
appointment

FXECIRICIAN available.
Reasonable rates. All
work guaranteed. Call
7S3-7488.

SIX WEEK old puppies,
part Beagle, healthy and
rolly-polly. Just in time
for Christmas. Call 7534307 after 4:30.
PART COLLIE puppies for
Christmas. Call 753-6343.
FREE ADULT cat. Orange
striped. Male. Call 7533994.

$100,000 In
Zuni-Navajo-Hopi

authentic handmade Indian
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work
completely
guaranteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co.
Route 2, Box 490A,
Paducah, Ky. 42001.
Phone day or night 4427026.

Turquoise Jewelry
Will Go On Display
9 a. m.
50%
Tues. & Wed.

OFF

TruckloadSide!!

PLUMBING OR ELECTRIC, odd jobs we like.
All work guaranteed to
please. Call James
Burkeen. 474-3257.

BOOTS $11.99

ROY HARMON'S CARSHOP.
PENTER
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing,
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from HiBurger.
MOBILE HOMES underpinned. Your choice of
color and materials. Call
753-1873 after 5 p. m. or
weekends.
AWNING, CARPORTS,
patio covers and enclosures. Aluminum
Service Co. Call 492-8647.

KIRBY CAREPT CARE cleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution, Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.
47. MotortydeS
Free estimates. 24 hour
answering service, 500
Maple. 753-0359.
1975 YAMAHA, 125 MX,
Call 436-5335 after 5:00
CARPET CLEANING,
p.m.
experienced, very
reasonable rates,
1973 YAMAHA MX 651,
references, free
excellent running conestimates Quick drying
dition. Call 753-0168 or 436.
Call 753-5a7 or 753-9618
5370.

Leather Coats
2 Off
1
/

VERNONS

HUTCHENS'
JOHN
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning or
late afternoon.

ELECTRICia, WIRINt
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-8841
or 753-7203.

Sawn eat
IMP Fewer*

Red Bel
lasehited Rubber

WILL
DO
HOUSECLEANING and
window washing. Call 7531979.

27 Mobile Home

Big Sale Starts
Friday Morning

I gold
'kicker

1968 CHEVY VAN,
cylinder, automatic, 191
VW Serico. Call 753-0963.

Si Ser,:t., Ireed

51 Se'u.,,,s Otir,Po

51 Services littered

Cars & IluChS

1973 'CHARGER S. E.
Broughrn, all power and
air. Low mileage. Extra
clean. Call 7534564.

Lady

D

Pug.
race in
CornHazel
iswers
-8340.

49. Used

Another View

SEARS
KENMORE
GOOD HOME AND PAY in
washer and gas dryer,
AN OHIO OIL CO. offers exchange for
light
gold tone, 2 years old,
PLENTY OF MONEY
housework.Call 753-1634.
$100.00 each or $175.00 for
plus cash bonuses, fringe
both. Call 753-9845.
benefits to mature individual in Murray area.
Regardless of experience,
with pleasant perairmail G. K. Read,
GOOD USED DOUBLE
American sonality and sales
Pres.,
bed with box springs,
Lubricants Co., Box 696, ability. Full time emmattress. Good condition.
ployment.
Dayton,Ohio 45401.
Owner leaving town. Call
Phan 753-S$65
753-2272
LOOKING FOR A PART
time job? A job that not WANTED: HOSTESS for USED REFRIGERATOR
only pays well, but offers hornecare products party. for sale. Call 753-1356.
lots of opportunities. Full Earn cash or gift. Call
time opportunities • 753-0034 between 6 and, CHELD'S BEDROOM suite.
available to those who p.m.
Including bed, chest
qualify. Call 753-2540, ask
corner desk, chair and
Buildings
Storage
8.
for Mark.
cabinet. $95.00. Call 753BUY THE best 'for less.
8625.
HOUSEMAID two days a Custom Built Portable
week. Call 753-2381 before Buildings,
Hicks
17 Vacuum Cleaners
6p. m.
Cemetery Road. Call 753ELtCTROLUX SALES
0984.
and service. Call Tony
753-6760,
Montgomery,
SALES
14. Want To Buy
day or night.
LIMITED TRAVEL
Territories available
1967, 1968, or 1969. Local
in the Paducah, Ky.
one owner Mustang. KIRBY Vacuum Sales and
Service, 500 Maple Street
area.
Prefer small V-8 or six
New
and
rebuilt
Weekly draw and
cylinder engine. Three
vacuums.
Call
24
753-0359.
training incentives to
speed or 4 speed straight
Hour answering service
$350.00. 118,000 plus
shift. Must be in good
potential after first
condition. Call 753-2575.
year. Senior salesmen
earning $25,000 to
1970, 1971, 1972 Datsun OLD SINGER PEDAL
$45,000. Management
"510" wagon, 4 door
sewing machine. Good
opportunities.
sedan, 2 door sedan. Low
working condition. Call
Fringes include:
mileage, local car. Call
753-6518.
Hospitalization, Insura753-2575.
19 Farm Equipment
nce, Profit Sharing,
Retirement.
15. Articles For Sale
FOR SALE 8' Tufline wheel
You receive sales
SORRY SAL is now a disc in excellent contraining in the territory.
merry gal. She used Blue dition. Call 753-2913.
Our products are nonLustre rug and upholstery
technical and readily
cleaner. Rent electric 20 Sports Equipment
learnable.
We sell chemical
shampooer $1. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing 1975 DELTA PRO BASS
specialties to the Inboat. 85 Mercury Locator,
Well Gift Shop."
dust r i al, Food
trolling motor, power.
Processing, Automotive
trim. Call 753-3932 or 753and Institutional IF CARPETS look dull and
3226 after 4.
markets. High quality
drear, remove spots as
bring
Blue
products
they appear with
NORTHWESTERN GOLF
profitable repeat sales.
Lustre. Rent electric
Clubs, one complete set
You must have a sucBel
K,
Big
shampooer.
and bag. Graphit Driver.
cessful work or self emAir Shopping Center.
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
ployment history. Sales
grain bed farm trailer. 2
background optional. A FORM BY's
bicycles 26" 10 speed..
go
t dod
o it
eellucaj
late morcl4
REFINISHING products.
Call 437-4570 or 437-473.
oil,
health
Lemon oil, lung
Contact:
furniture cleaner and
22 MUsiCd
Mr. Dick McGowen
refinisher. Murray
Monday or Tuesday at
Lumber Company.
PIANO TURNING, repair
the Best Western in
and rebuilding, prompt
Paducah.
SIDING, service. Rebuilt pianos
ALCOA
Phone: 502442-7341
Aluminum Service Co. for sale. Ben Dyer 753DELTA FOREMOST
Call 4924647.
8911.
CHEMICAL
CORPORATION
ONE KING size bed and 24 Miscellaneous
Memphis, Tenn.
bedsprings. Call 753-8695
An equal opportunity employer
TWO STORY oak log barn.
after 6 p.m.
Excellent condition. Call
753-0670.

I) •

in so
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s, Mr.
Rev.
Pe nE God.
..J1 and
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3103:1

.443k.

....IWO & Sim Dept.
Olympic Plaza $4 Weekdays
14Sunday
Murray.KY.

WESTERN
STORE
Sbee Repair Dem.
753-9805

"gala ai ShoesPer Every freeway Warr Tie Sri

CURTIS MATHES

Factory
Authorized Sale!
Dim
1N%
SOLID STATE
COLOR TV
with quality
galore!

features

TOTAL
CASH PRICE

$5999
Ohl Yes!
I also have
a four year
win-fixity.
I'm not like
most chicks
you can't
spend any more
(
money on
me for the
next four
years.

WITH TRADE

NO DOWN PAYMENT!

Easy
Financing!

A 309

IN SIM
run 1111% MI sun

94NCH•PORTABLE
COLOR TELEVISION
I.
Offroomoom.,.......

RIG

I

hOlOSON4 ON NMI.
SOOPOTOOS SOW •fol Tod
orOS} AsTSIONSO Noe looms,
Simmildnd vorell-er......
.01

lilt it WINK 111111 tar

PRICI 6349"
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I got caught
with my
britches down.
Don't you get
caught with a
short warranty
like I did.

Be a Smart
Buyer, Get
Your Four
Year Warranty!

0
4:

)
1414

top

10!
4
e-cric•
\
%Ma

Service H hill H.e .%;el

TV SERVICE
CENTER
Central Shopping Center

753-586S
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Bomb...

Applications Now
Being Taken At
Kirksey Postoffice
Applications are now being
accepted and an examination
will be given to establish a
register of eligibles from which
a substitute rural carrier of
record vacancy at Kirksey
Postoffice will be filled.
All interested persons are
urged to apply, according to
Laverne Doores, Kirksey
postmaster. No experience or
training requirements in the
substitute rural carrier or
record of examination are
necessary.
Applicants must take a
written test which consists of
vocabulary and reading,
comprehension, questions and
computations. Applicants will
be rated on the written test on a
scale of one hundred. To be
eligible, applicants will be
required to attain a rating of at
least seventy, excluding credit
for veteran preference.
All applicants will receive
consideration regardless of
regard to race, color, or creed.
The closing date will be announced later and the form is
available at the Kirksey
postoffice, Mrs. Doores said.

Shower Planned For
Steve Lyons Family
A shower for Mr. and Mrs.
Steve Lyons and son will be held
at the Palestine United
Methodist Church on Saturday,
January 3, at seven p. m.
The family lost their mobile
home and all of its contents by
fire on Friday night. The trailer
was located on Highway 1346
about one mile off Highway 94
East.
Lyons is employed by Buddy
Sykes. The little boy wears a
size four in clothing, but sizes
for Mr. and Mrs. Lyons were not
listed.

MissYmmlaper?
Subscribers who have eet
home
their
received
delivered copy of The
Money Ledger S. Times by
5:30 p.m. ere urged te cell
753-1914 betweee 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m. I. Mare delivery
if the *answer. Calls mint
be pieced before 6 p.m.

(Ceatinued from Page 1)
Lt. Kenneth O'Neill, chief of
the police bomb section, said
that the blast was "one of the
largest ever to go off in New
York City" and killed the most
people.
The fire started by the blast
Milus S. Hendrick of 508 South
burned for more than an hour Sixth Street, Murray, died
before being brought under Monday at 11:40 p. m. at his
Funeral services for Coy
control.
home. He was 91 years of age.
Elkins of Almo Route One will
TWA employe Nick Douglas
The deceased was a retired
be held Wednesday at 1:30 p. m
said that the explosion farmer and a member of the
the chapel of the Blalock.
at
"sounded like a bomb blast Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
during the war. Walls were Born February 16, 1884,in Trigg Coleman Funeral Home with
Wyatt and Bro.
shattered all over and people County, he was the son of the Bro. Connie
officiating.
Ails
Willard
were running from the building, late Dave Hendrick and Alice
Pallbearers will be Van
screaming and crying."
Cunningham Hendrick.
Charles Elkins, Ray
Lyons,
Another airline employe who
Mr. Hendrick and his wife,
Dennis Elkins, Darrell
declined to be identified said he the former Edith Evans, who Elkins,
found a head lying on the survives, were married October Stalls, and Jerry Walker, all
will be in the
sidewalk in front of the arrivals 1, 1911. One daughter, Cora Lee grandsons. Burial
Memorial
Murray
Gardens.
buildings, then a foot and the Hendrick,died in infancy.
Friends may call at the
body of a woman whose chest
Survivors are his wife; four funeral home.
had been blown apart.
daughters, Mrs. Rudy ( Myrtle)
Mr. Elkins, age 98, died
In a stateInent issued from Bucy, 517 South Eighth Street,
Vail, Colo., President Ford said Murray, Mrs. Raymond(Janie) Monday at 6:40 a. m. at the
he was "deeply grieved at the Edwards, 1111 Main Street, Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. His wife, Della, died
loss of life and injuries...."
Murray, Mrs. Lester (Iva Mae) January 6, 1970, and four
He said that he had directed Workman, 1004 Walnut Street,
Secretary of Transportation Murray, and Mrs. Howard children, Ashley and Mark
William Coleman and the ( Maud) Webber, Peorie, Ill.; Elkins, Mrs. Odelle Walker,and
Federal Aviation Admin- twenty-four grandchildren; one infant preceded him in
death. He was a member of the
istration to give him "a fourteen great grandchildren.
Pleasant Valley Church of
complete report on the tragedy
The funeral has been Christ and was born January 15,
as soon as possible."
scheduled for eleven a. m.
Mayor Abraham D. Beame, Wednesday at the chapel of the 1877, to Monroe M.(Buck) and
who rushed to the disaster Blalock-Coleman Funeral Mirna Butler Elkins.
Survivors are two daughters,
scene, called the bombing the Home with Rev. Lawson
work of "maniacs. We will hunt Williamson officiating. Burial Mrs. Bessie Lyons of Dover,
Tenn., and Mrs. Vernon
them down."
will be in the Hicks Cemetery.
(Estelle) Stalls of Beaumont,
news
of
number
•A
Friends may call at the
organizations, including The funeral home after four p. m. Texas; four sons, Leland and
Ora Lee Elkins of Alino and
Associated Press, received today(Tuesday).
Melvin and William C. Elkins of
telephone calls claiming that
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
Paris,
the Palestine Liberation
line McNutt of Murray; thirtyOrganization was responsible
two grandchildren; seventyfor the blast, but polce
five great grandchildren:
discounted these reports.
twenty-five great great granand
news
Police
dchildren.
organizations also got a number
of other calls blaming such
The funeral for Raymond F.
disparate groups as the Gallo Dixon of Murray Route Five
lub. • •
(Continued
organized crime gang to Puerto will be held Wednesday at 10:30
Among the club's charter
Rican terrorists who have a. m. at the chapel of the J. H. members attending"the initial
claimed responsibility for a Churchill Funeral Home, membership meeting in the
number of recent explosions in Murray, with Bro. G. T. Moody. board of regents room in the
the city.
A second service will follow at Administration Building were:
"We'll investigate it, but at 1:30 p. m. at the First Baptist
Walter Apperson, publisher of
this point, I wouldn't put much Church, Dawson Springs.
stock in it," one police source
Burial will be in the Rosedale the Murray Ledger & Times;
said. Zuhdi Tervi, a PLO Cemetery Dawson Springs. Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Vaughn,
observer to the United Nations, Friends may call at the funeral Murray; Joe Dick, president of
the Bank of Murray; Bill Boyd,
said later that the PLO home.
"categorically denies any
Mr. Dixon, age 71, died president of People's Bank,
involvement in the criminal Monday at 4:20 a. m. at the Murray; Dr. John M. Baract"
Murray-Calloway County tholomy, vice president for
Most of the injured were Hospital. He and his wife, the university services at the
taken to City Hospital Center at former LaBurna Nance, moved University; Dr. William ck.
Elmhurst in Queens. Two were to their home at Panorama Read, vice president foil
academic programs, and the
pronounced dead on arrival. Shores in 1969.
Other victims were rushed to
Survivors are his wife; two president, who presided.
Booth Memorial, Queens daughters, Mrs. Frank Collier,
Dr. Farouk Umar, chairman
General, Jamaica and Flushing Atlanta, Ga., and Mrs. Miles
of the Department of Political
hospitals.
Kozubik, Denver, Colo; one Science, also is a charter
brother, Norman Dixon, member but was not present at
Dawson Springs; brother-in- the meeting, nor were
law, Luther Nance, Murray; anonymous donors from
four grandchildren, David and Mayfield and Paducah.
Cathy Kozubik and Claire and
Apperson said he finds "the
Elizabeth Collier.
one-gift concept appealing
Mr. Dixon serviced as deputy because it enables a person to
state health commissioner from give support to several
1947 to 1956, and resigned his programs with a single conKentucky post to join the U. S. tribution." As an example, he
Public Health Service in indicated that his gift is to be
Washington as division director divided among the Century
of health manpower for the Club, the Cindy Hill Scholarship
National Institute of Health.
fund, the Big M Club and the
The deceased served as golf program.
executive secretary of the
"Beyond the fact that it is
Kentucky Medical Scholarship
to make one corisimpler
Fund which was instrumental in
Now
financing tuition for medical tribution than several," he
students who would agree to continued, "I feel an obligation
practice in rural communities. as a citizen to strengthen worthHe was president of the Ken- while programs at the
Health University that are in need at
Public
tucky
Now
some public support."
Association.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Mr. Dixon was a founder of
Blue Cross-Blue Shield in Vaughn, as have Dr. and Mrs.
Kentucky and was two-term Bartholomy, have directed that
Now
assistant their $1,000 gift be distributed as
and
secretary
treasurer of the Kentucky follows: $500 for an assistantPhysicians Mutual, Inc., which ship to go to a graduate student
in speech and hearing with the
operated the Blue Shield plan.
provision that the student spend
from three to five hours per
week in the Speech and Hearing
Clinic; $400 to the Effie York
$1090
Vaughn Speech and Hearing
Now

Milus S. Hendrick
Dies On Monday

Funeral Wednesday
At Local Chapel
For Coy Elkins

Raymond F. Dixon
Funeral Services
To Be Wednesday

C

Shoe Sale

'Savings Afoot'

Starts Dec. 31,9:00 a.m.
Save On Women's Shoes
*Naturalizer *life Stride
*Miss America *Dexter
390
Values to
'18"
Values to

ncrease. • • (Continued from Page 1)

letter will cost 13 cents for the
first ounce and 11 cents for each
additional ounce. A postcard
will increase from 7 to 9 cents
and parcel post rates will go up
an average of 10.1 per cent.
Other increases are =.1 per
cent for second class mail and
23.9 per cent for third-class bulk
rates.
The three-judge appeals court
issued the stay after a government lawyer said the Postal
Service would be unable to meet
its Feb. 6 payroll if it were not
allowed an immediate postal
rate increase.
Under present rates, the
Postal Service is losing $7
million per day. Even with the
higher rates, the Postal Service
expects to have its highest
deficit in history during this
fiscal year.
Postmaster
General
Benjamin F. Bailer has said
that the Postal Service's
chronic deficit may lead to
reductions in service, including
of Saturday
elimination
deliveries and special delivery.
Justice Department lawyer

I

ndicators. • •

Neil ICadowe, representing the
Postal Service, said Sirica's
ruling would create a crisis for
the service if allowed to stand.
Kosiowe warned that without
the increases that originally
had been planned for Sunday,
the Postal Service could start
the rate-raising process over
again and seek new and even
higher rate increases to make
up lost revenue.
But he said this "would be
directly contrary to the public
Interest."
Sirica had found the new rates
to be illegal because the
procedures for increasing
postal rates had not been
complied with. By law the
Postal Service is required to
obtain the approval of its
governors for new rates before.
filing them with the Postal Rate
Commission.
Sirica ruled that this approval
had not been obtained because
the service did not submit the
specific increases but instead
received only the board's
general, agreement that rates
should be raised.
(Continued from Page 1)

before the apparent actual ago.
Commerce said the primary
recovery in the economy, and
recorded a 12.7 per cent ad- factory pushing the over-all
vance through August. But over index up in November was a 1.9
the last three months, the index per cent jump in its measure of
has moved up only one-tenth of new business formation.
But even that category has
a per cent.
changed little over the last few
The index, which is composed months. The measure of new
of a dozen individual economic business formation has slipped
statistics selected for their in two of the last five months,
ability to foreshadow economic and remains only two-tenths of
activity, is now 5.6 per cent a per cent ahead of where it was
ahead of where it was a year in July.
Other categories indicating
improved economic activity
from Page 1)
were a slip in the layoff rate, an
Reference Library in the Clinic, increase in cash and nearcash
and $100 to the Century Club, available to consumers and
the Alumni Association's business, a heavier volume of
primary scholarship program.
orders for factories and
Mrs. Vaughn has been a long- equipment, higher stock prices,
time supporter of the speech a larger money supply and an
and hearing clinic at Murray increased number of permits
State and is particularly in- Issued for new building.
terested in assisting adults and
Categories indicating a
children who have acquired a
loss of hearing. Dr. Bar- slower pace of economic actholomy, before being named a tivity were a falloff in the length
vice president at the University, of the average work week for
was chairman of the special factory workers, a quicker
delivery of goods and services
education department.
A final acceptance meeting of from suppliers,lower wholesale
Club prices and a smaller volume of
President's
initial
members has been scheduled new orders for consumer
for Monday, Feb. 2, although products and the materials used
gifts will be accepted through in making them.
the month of February, acThe 12th item in the
cording to Bartholomy, through composite—the monthly
whose office the program will fluctuation in business stocks of
be administered. A formal raw materials and goods on
dinner also is planned for
hand—was not available in time
March for President's Club
for the November commembers with Dr. and Mrs.
putations.
Curris as the hosts.

gederal Savings

CST,

Ruling Delays New Abortion Clinic
Dr. Ralph Robinson. The
facility, with a staff of 10, must
have a licensed physician in
order to begin treating patients.
A board spokesman said
Monday that Robinson's license
application was rejected
because he is a "nonresident of
Alabama."
But Mary Farmer, a
registered nurse at the clinic,
questions those grounds,saying
that a 1973 directory published
by the board lists more than
Prices d deck al load sedt at acne 1,000 out-of-state physicians.,
MT, bad, tarnished to the Leder &
licensed to practice
nese by First et Middies, Carp., et who are
Nerdy,are as Maws:
medicine in Alabama.
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MONTGOMERY, Ala.
(AP)— The opening of a new
abortion clinic in Birmingham
has been delayed by the refusal
of the State Board of Medical
Examiners to grant a license to
the Middlesboro, KY-,Physician
who was to head the facility.
The Birmingham Women's
Clinic has been waiting since
Nov. 29 for the board to certify
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Watch
Out
CoraAestin's
rums Statewide

Side
Starts
Friday, Jon. 2
at 9:00 UAL

SALE!
Sportswear
1/2 price
Fall & Winter

Sweaters
lh on
Lingerie
lh off

Blouses
$5
Rack

Pant
Suits
'ton

Country Shopping can be NM
Drive Out To

Values to
'28"

$229°
Men Shoes
*Roblee *Pedwin
Values to
Values to
'34"

Calvary Temple To
Hold Services On
New Year's Eve

$9700
iim
Now

Children's Shoes
9390
Values to
Now

'15"
Values to
'18"

Now

$149°

Special Value Buster Brown
Selected Styles - Values to '14"

Now

$69°
25°k
Save

Ladies Handbags
Selected Styles

Off

Shop and

Adams Shoes
Court Square, Murray

Rev. be L Doran was recently awarded a diploma from
LaSalle Extension University,
Chicago, III., following completion of a course in Interior
Decorating. A 1966 Graduate
of I W. Grove High School,
Paris, Tenn., Rev. Doran is an
ordained minister of the
Southern Baptist Church.
Currently studying history and
philosophy at Murray State
University, he previously attended Moody Bible Institute,
Chicago. He and his wife, the
former Kaye Hale, and their
daughter, Amanda, age four,
reside at 1613 Ryan, Murray.

A New Year's Eve service
will be conducted at Calvary
Temple First Pentecostal
Church of God on Wednesday,
December 31, from 9:05 p. m.
through 12:06 a. m., January 1,
1978.
The three hour service will
Include: Congregation singing,
special singing groups, ser• mon'ets by local preachers, a
time of sharing personal
testimonies, the observance of
The Lord's Supper, and feet
washing, according to a church
spokesman.
The public is invited to attend
this special and meaningful
service, said Rev. Paul Wanger,
pastor. "We will worship Our
Lord together in the last three
hours of 1975, and then with
serious prayer help America
usher in her Bicentennial Year
of r76," Rev. Wringer said
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1001-A Johnny Robertson Rd.
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Times continue to be good at your local Federal Savings and Loan Office.
Thanks to your confidence and patronage, we have experienced another very
successful year.
This Institution financed over $24 Million in home loans in Calloway
County during 1975. Savings deposits also grew more than $2 Million
2 Million. This large amount
1
during 1975. Out total assets now exceed $8/
meant many jobs for Electricians, Plumbers, Painters, Bricklayers, and
Suppliers, etc. This also meant more money in circulation for the entire
community at a time when many other communities were less fortunate.
As we approach 1976, savings gains are continuing at a good pace and we
have a good supply of mortgage lending funds on hand.
We pledge ourselves to continue to pay savers the very highest interest
rates possible, consistent with sound management.
Thank you for allowing us to serve you in 1975 and we look forward to
providing even more services for you during 1976.
Appreciatively,
Staff:
Bruce Thomas
Bobby Grogan
Helen Foley
Peggy Bazzell
Advidory Board Members:
W.R. "Bob" Perry
Ronald W. Churchill
Marshall P. Jones
Clifton Cochran
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